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OriaLization of the Manual

The manual is divided into five sections. Section I, Background and Overview of the
Curriculum, provides an overview of the development of the interdisciplinary
families curriculum. Section II of the manual contains the Course Syllabus and
Modules. Each module is described in terms of 1) student objectives, identified as
being either knowledge-based (K) or attitude-based (A); 2) suggested readings; and
3)sug0sted student activities. Section III contains course and student Evaluation
information. Section IV is the Bibliography. Section V is the Appendix. The
Appendices contain a list of student competencies for working with families in early
interwntion, figures and tables for reproducing overheads, and training materials
related to the student activities.

This curriculum is intended as a framework for teaching a families course.
The content has been defmed in terms of 11 three hour modules which basically
comprise a semester-long course. Faculty using the manual will probably want to
expand and modify in ways that work best for them and their students. Other
curricula related to working with families in early intervention that may be helpful
are listed below

Turnbull, A. P., & Sergeant, J. (M0). Instructor's Manual to accompany Families,
professionals and areptionality: A special partnership (2nd ed.). Columbus, OH:
Merrill Publishing Co. P.O. Box 508, Columbus, OH 43216.

Kilgo, J., Clarke, B., & Cox, A. (1990). Interdisciplinary infant and family services
training: A professional training modeL Richmond, Vk Virginia Institute for
Developmental Disabilities, rvginia Commonwealth University, 301 W. Franklin
Street, Box 3020, Richmond, VA 23284-3020.
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SECTION I:

Background & Overview
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Background & Otwrview

Best Pnwtices
Working in partnership with families and other professionals has become a primary
mission for early interventionists. Although different labels have been used to
describe this interdisciplinary focus on families, including family-focused
intervention (Bailey, Simeonsson, Winton, Huntington, Comfort, Isbell, O'Donnell,
& Helm, 1986), family-centered care (Shelton, Jeppson, & Johnson, 1987), and
family enablement and empowerment (Dunst, Trivette, & Deal, 1988), certain
central assumptions are shared across models and disciplines. These include the
following:

1. Family-centered: We recognize that the family is the constant in the child's life
while the service systems and personnel within those systems may be involved
only episodically.

2. Ecologically-based: In our work with families we need to consider the
interrelatedness of the various contexts which surround the child and family.

3. Individualized: Since the needs of each child and each family may differ, services
should be individualized to meet those unique needs.

4. Culturally sensitive: Families come from different cultures and ethnic groups.
Families reflect their diversity in their views and expectations of themselves, of
their children and of professionals. Services should be provided in ways that are
sensitive to these variations and consistent with family values and beliefs.

5. Enabling and empowering: Services should foster a family's independence,
existing and developing skills, and sense of competence and worth.

6. Needs-based: A uneeds-based" approach starts with a family's expressed
interests and collaborates with families in identifying and obtaining services
according to their priorities.

7. Coordinated service &livery. Families need access to a well-coordinated system
of services.

8. Normalized: Programs work to promote the integration of the child and the
family within the community.



9. Collaborative: Early intervention setvices should be based on a collaborative
relationship between families and professionals.

Public Um 99-457
The passage of Public Law 99-457 in 1986 established a firm philosophical as well as
functional basis for an interdisciplinary family-centered appi oach in early
intervention. This law was stregthened through its subsequent reauthorization: In
1990 it was renamed The ItKtividuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDFA), and in
1991 P. L. 102-119 reauthorized the infant and toddler component of the law
(known as Part H) by creating more family-centered language and requirements for
how services are to be provided. Philosophically, this legislation emphasizes the
interrelatimships among children, families and community services. They establish
family support and interdisciplinary collaboration as key goals for early intervention
services. Specifically they require a team approach for assessment and program
planning that includes family members as the primary decision makers.

Personnel Prepantkm
One of the key components to programs under IDEA being successfully
implemented is the preparation of qualified personnel to carry out the legal
mandate. Unfortunately recent surveys of existing personnel have indicated severe
shortages in the field (Meisels, Harbin, Modigliani, & Olsen, 1988; Yoder & Coleman,
1990). These personnel shortages will likely increase because of the demands for
expanded services required by the legislation. An additional concern relates to the
extent to which early intervention professionals are adequately trained to
implement the law before entering the work force, A series of surveys carried out
through the Carolina Institute for Research on Infant Personnel Preparation
(CIRIPP) suggests that existing preservice training programs within many of the
disciplines most closely associated with early intervention are currently providing
little specialized content in the areas of working with families or in interdisciplinary
contexts (Bailey, Simeonsson, Yoder & Huntington, 1990). What is more alarming is
the evidence that existing preservice programs are not likely to be expanded or
changed in order to address the perLonnel needs generated by the IDEA legislation
(Bailey, et al., 1990; Gallagher & Staples, 1990). A major barrier to program
development arAd expansion identified in this literature was lack of qualified faculty.

Need for Presetvice Families Curriculum
The data reported above suggests the need for curriculum material to aid faculty
members who may be asked to teach courses or modules related to working with
families in early intervention and who may not have the background, knowledge
and skills to comfortably do so. Information from the Bailey et aL, 1990, paper
indicated that to enrure maim= usage, materials should be designed in ways that
promote flexibility and modifications.

Cuvriculum Development
The interdisciplinary families curriculum was developed and field tested from 1988
1992 on the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC-CH) campus under the

4
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auspices of the Carolina Institute for Research on Infant Personnel Preparation
(CiRIPP) and with the assistance of Institute staff and faculty (see cover sheet for
acknowledgements). The presence of an interdisciplinary Institute faculty provided
an opportunity to develop a curriculum that was truly interdisciplinary in focus. In
addition, the participation of Institute faculty in field-testing maximized the
possibilities that the core senwster-long curriculum might form the basis for
modules or othet curricula designed specifically for disciplinary preservice training
programs.

An original version of the curriculum was field-tested in 1989 in a semester
long course with graduate students (n=23) and faculty (n=18) representing the
following 12 disciplines: audiology, developmental psychology, medicine, nursing,
nutrition, physical therapy, public health, occupational therapy, social work,
speech/language pathology, special education, and school psychology. Revisions were
made, based primarily on feedback from this group, and the current curriculum
was field-tested in 1990 (n=20), 1991 (n=27), and 1992 (n=26) with interdisciplinary
groups of graluate students.

Contest
A set of core competencies based on assumptions and roles that cut across the key
disciplines and derived from current literature defining best practices in working
with families of children with disabilities (Bailey & Simeonsson, 1988; Dur.it,
Trivette & Deal, 1988; Turnbull & Turnbull, 1990) was developed by the author in
1988. The competencies are defined in terms of specific conceptual (knowledge),
perceptual (attitude) and behavioral (practice) skills. (See Appendix A for a list of
these competencies). These competencies were the basis for the curriculum that
was field tested in 1989.

The interdisciplinary group of faculty and students who field-tested the
curriculum were asked to prioritize content areas. Feedback from this group
involved reducing the amotmt of time spent on theory and increasing the amount of
time on information related to praLtice. This feedback was used to reformulate the
curriculum in terms of content enuthasis.

Because the curriculum only addresses coursework related to working with
families and does not include information for planning and supervising practicum
placements, the instructional objectives covered in the curriculum are at the
knowledge and attitmle levels. In orikr to address behavioral skills, opportunities
for repeated practice and feedback are necessary (McCollum, 1982). An integrated
tnining experience in which coursework and practicum placements are coordinated
has been described as essemtial in preservice training of teachers (McCollum, 1982)
and human service providers (Anthony, Cohen, & Farkas, 1988). It is recommended
that the core competencies listed in Appendix A be used to coordinate the families
curriculum with pracfica sites. In addition, student activities that promote
application of ick as to clinical settings and practice sites hve been included in the
curriculum.

It is important to emphasize that working with families is a complex process
that goes far beyond what can be covered in one semester. The curriculum
provides a solid base for further training.



Recommended Instructional Method
Although content is clearly an important component of any curricula, instructional
methods for conveying =tent play an important role in achieving long-range and
higher level goals for stoknts (McKeachie, Pintrich, lAn & Smith, 1986). Because a
primary goal during the 1989 field-testing, in aldition to achieving ickntified student
outcomes, was to facilitate discussim among the interdisciplinary group of faculty
and student participants in order to further curriculum ckvelopment, some thought
was given to which instructional methods might accomplish this. A decision was
made that the author and guest lecturers would act primarily as facilitators of

_discussion rather than lecturersrmstrwtors. The field-test data indicated that the
peer learning atul teaching that resulted frmn this instnwtional strategy was orm of
the most valuable aspects of du course. Therefore, during the 1990 field-testing of
the revised curriculum, a similar teaching method was used. This discussion-
oriented approach has much in common with the student-centered approach
described by McKeachie, et al., 1986. The following dinunsions of the student-
centered approach described by McKeachie et al., 1986, characterized the instuc-
tional strategy used:

1. Student-student interactions are encouraged;

2. Student participation and discussion are encouraged and emphasized;

3. Instructor accepts rather than criticizes or rejects erroneous or irrelevant
student contributions;

4. Tests and grades are de-emphasized.

Data from the 1990 field-testing indicated that students responded positively to this
instructional approach. (See Evaluation section).

Several factors related to the content of the curriculum add to the strength of
these data in encouraging the use of a student-centered instructional approach.
First, the emphasis on family support is new. There is a strong possibility that the
approach to families being promoted in the curriculum is not being supported in
other university courses or being implemented in practica sites where students
may be placed. This creates a challenge for students as they try to reconcile
conflicting ideas and information. Providing opportunities for discussion and for
disagreement allows students a chance to Air these concerns in a supportive
atmosphere. It makes it more likely that the ideas and information will be
internalized as students interpret what they are seeing in practica sites, reading in
the literature, and hearing in courses within the context of the family support
movement.

Second, in spite of broad-based agreement that family support is important,
different disciplines have different theoretical and practice traditions related to
working with families. These differences are reflected in the variability across
disciplines in terms of time devoted to infancy and family content in preservice
training programs (Bailey, et al., 1990). For instance, the ecological model for
providing services with a focus on families has been a part of the social work
curriculum since 1901 (Weil, & Karts, 1985); this concept is a relatively new one for
other disciplines. This suggests that students from different disciplines may enter a

6
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families course together with different levels of preparation. In addition, graduate
students within tim same discipline may differ greatly in tenns of work experience
and background tnining (Bailey et al., 1990). The student- centered approach
facilitates the sharing If these different perspectives and knowledge. It provicks an
opportunity to demonstrate that each disciplhw and each individual may be uniquely
prepared with different strengths and weaknesses for working in early
intervention.

Third, there are disciplinary differences in terms of basic terminology used in
early intervention. Words like "intervention' or "case management" can mean
different things to different disciplines. Terminology and acronyms understood
within one discipline leave students from other disciplines staring blankly. A
student-centered approach increases sensitivity to the use d jargon and encourages
the developrunt of a shared definition of words and terms.

Finally, the evolving nature of how to best implement the ideas associated
with the family support movement make discussion a critical component to a

curriculum. There is no one model or set of procedures or skills that have
been defined for providing family support. Therefore, encouraging students to
become actively involved in their own learning through discussion of issues may
encourage them to take a leadership role in helping the agenries in which they will
soon find positions define and implement a more family-centered approach.

Integrating the Case Study Method of Instruction
During 1991 a version of the curriculum integrating the Case Method of Instruction
was field-tested with an interdisciplinary group of graduate students (n=27). The
Case Method ci Instruction is a strategy in which realistic cases, for which there is no
one obvious solution, are given to students. The instructor facilitates discussion or
other utivities which guide tin students through the process of generating a course
of action that they would take if they were professionals working with the family.
The cases and activities used were from The Familia We Serve, written by
P. J. McWilliam who also served as co-instructor of the course. More information
about the Case Study Method is available in The Families We Serve, including
guidelines for using cam s in training, student activities related to the cases, a matrix
suggesting specific cases that are particularly relevant to various family content
areas, and 8 case studies. Although evaluation data is not yet available from this
effort, preliminary feedback indicates that students are positive about the
experience.

Target Audience
Ideally this curriculum would be offered to an interdisciplinary group of graduate
students. However, there are barriers to attracting an interdisciplinary group
including: I) student schedules being filkd with core courses required by their
respective disciplines; 2) lack of resources, such as faculty, because their time is
taken up by other commitments and priorities; 3) difficulty in scheduling a course
that does not present a time conflict with the numerous practica placements and
disciplinary coursework; and 4) lack of administrative support, in general, for
interdisciplinary collaboration. The rewards for overcoming these barriers are
evident from the student evaluations. When asked the open-ended questi In, "What

7
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is the best part of this course?", the majority of students include something about
learning from different disciplines. Given the difficulties in gathering an
interdisciplinary group, the target audienze for a curriculum such as this one may
be early childhood special education graduate students. Special education has been
identified as being in a strong position to respond to the personnel preparation
initiatives called for by the 1DElt legislation (Gallagher & Staples, 1990). Even
without the presence of students from a variety of disciplines, the interdisciplinary
focus embedded in the curriculum should provide students from a single discipline
with information helpful in preparing them for working in an interdisciplinary
fashion.
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Course Syllabus

Broad Objectives

1. To provide participants with information related to family theory, research,
policy and law which has direct application for working with families of young
children with disabilities.

2. To provide participants with opportunities to apply this information to their own
experiences as family members and as professionals working with families.

3. To provide participants with opportunities to engage in interdisciplinary
discussions and activities related to working with families in early intervention.

Recommended Texts and Readings

1 Bailey, D. B., & Simeonsson, R. J. (Eds.). (1988). Family assessment in early
intervention. Columbus, OH: Merrill Publishing Co.

2. Dunst, C., Trivette, C., & Deal, A. (1988). Enabling and empowering families:
Principles and guidelines for practice. Cambridge, Mk. Brookline Books.

3. Johnson, B. H., McGonigel, M. J., & Kaufmann, R. K. (Eds.). (1991). Guidelines
and recommended practices for the individualized family sendce plan (2nd ed.).
Bethesda, MD: Association for the Care of Children's Health.

or
Johnson, B. H., McGonigel, M. J., & Kaufinann, R. K. (Eds.). (1989). Guidelines
and recommended practices for the individualized family service plan.
Washington, DC: Association for the Care of Children's Health.

4. Turnbull, A. P., & Turnbull, H. R. (1990). Families, professionals, and
exceptionality: A special partnership (2nd ed.). Columbus, OH: Merrill
Publishing Co.

Content Outline

INTRODUCTION

Introductory ModuleIntroduction to the course (rationale, broad goals, format,
assignments and evaluation strategies); Pre-course student outcome measures
(see Section III); Introduction of course content related to an ecosystemic

13
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paradigm for understanding intervention with families and a brief overview of
P. L. 99-457 and its subsequent reauthorization.

Module IDeveloping a rationale for an interdisciplinary approach to early
intervention

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES

Module 2Family theories: Systems and life cycle perspectives

Module 3Family adaptation: Impact of child and family factors

Module 4Family adaptation: Impact of culture, community, and intervention

Module 5Developing an empowering approach to families: Models of helping

APPLICATIONS TO PRACTICE

Module 6---Application of principles to practices: The Individualized Family Service
Plan and the family as members of the team

Module 7Application of principles to practices: Collaborating with families in child
assessment

Module 8Application of principles to practices: Identifying family resources,
priorities and concerns

Module 9Application of principles to practices: Family-professional collaboration in
goal-setting and intervention

Module 10Interviewing and communication strategies for identifying family
priorities and resources

Module 11Service Coordination



Introductory Module
Course Overview

411.0111111=1'

Partidpant Objectives

1. Participants will know the structure and format for classes, expectations for
participants, and other general information related to the course (K).

2. Participants will demonstrate knowledge of an ecosystemic paradigm as a way of
understanding broadly the interrelationships between "at risk" young children,
faruilies, the social, cultural and political environments and the role of early
intervention. (K)

3. Participants will espouse the belief that an individualized approach to service
delivery, which takes into account the context in which the child resides, is the
most effective approach. (A)

Readings

1. Ooms, T. (1990). Implementation of 99-457: ParentIProfeuional Partnership in
Early Intervention. FaMily Centered Social Policy: The Emerging Agenda,
Washington: AAMFT. pp. 6-11.

2. Jeppson, E. S. (1988). Parents take priority in family-centered care. Family
Resource Coalition Report, 7(2).

3. Guralnick, M. J. (1991). The next decade of research on the effectiveness of early
intervention. Exceptional Children, 58(2), 174-183.

Supplemental Readings

1. Hauser-Cram, P., Upshur, C., Krauss, M. W., & Shonkoff, J. (1988). Implications
of Public Law 99-457 for early intervention services for infants and toddlers with
disabilities. Social Policy Report,I11(3).

2. Healy, A., Keesee, P. D., & Smith, B. S. (1985a). Early development. In Early
services for children with special needs: 7)-ansactions for Family Support (pp.
15-32). Iowa City, lowa: Univ. of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics, Department of
Pediatrics.

3. Healy, A., Keesee, P. D., & Smith, B. S. (1985b). Early intervention: Themes for
services. In Early services for children with special needs: Transactions for

15 rat i)
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family support (pp. 1-13). Iowa City, Iowa: Univ. of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics,
Department of Pediatrics.

4. Turnbull, A. P., & Winton, P. J. (1984). Parent involvement policy and practice:
Current research and implications for families of young, severely handicapped
children. In J. Olacher (Ed.), &merely handicapped children and their families:
Research in review (pp. 374-395). New York: Academic Press.

Suggested Teaching Activities

L The instructor may want to show the videotape, "Family-Centered Care for
Children with Special Health Care Needs".. Participants could be asked to
identify assumptions, principles, ideas about intervention that are illustrated or
defined in the video, as they watch it. They could also be asked to consider the
extent to which the video addresses issues related to cultural diversity. These
observations could provide the basis for a large group discussion.

2. As a result of the discussion, the instructors may want to focus on the following
main ideas:

a. Ecological perspective: Show overhead of diagram (see Appendix J,
p. AA) and discuss different contexts or elements surrounding
child and interdependence of different contexts.

b. Folicy/legal/sociohistorical context Brief overview about current
policy as reflected in IDEA legislation. Describe law in terms of
Part H (see Appendix I, p. BB) and Part B and emphasize why this
is considered to be such far reaching legislation. (Emphasize state
and local autonomy and status of different states in regard to
implementation).

c. Family-centered approach: Not only does this make sense, this is
now part of public policy. What does this mean? Is it the same as
parent involvement? Are professionals ready for this?

d. Interdisciplinary/interagency focus: Not only does this make sense,
this is now part of public policy. What does it mean? How can it be
accomplished?

e. Rationale for this interdisciplinary families course has been
outlined above. Most of us receive discipline-specific training
related to children. This is an opportunity to broaden our
knowledge-base and to consider issues related to v.orking together
with children and families that cut across each of our disciplines.

f. Explanation of Organization of Course Modules

*Video available from Association for the Care of Children's Health 7910 Woodmont Ave., Suite
300, Bethesda, MD. Telephone number (301) 654-6549 or FAX (301) 986-4553.
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Module 1
Developing a Rationale for an Interdisciplinary

Approach to Early Intervention

Participant Objectives

1. Participants will be able to describe briefly the major roles on the early
intervention team of the following disciplines: special education, psychology,
speech/language pathology, occupational therapy, physical therapy, audiology,
social work, nursing, medicine, and nutrition. (K)

2. Participants will be able to describe briefly three models of disciplinary teaming.
(K)

3. Participants will be able to describe briefly the dimensions of individual
characteristics, group characteristics, group process and situational factors that
impact team dynamics. (K)

4. Participants will espouse the belief that early intervention is not the work of a
single discipline but must be conducted in collaboration with other disciplines in
order to be effective. (A)

Readings

1. Thurman, S. K., & Widerstrom, A. H. (1990). Infants and young children with
special needy A developmental and ecological approach., (2nd ed.) (pp. 222-230).
Baltimore, MTh Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co.

2. Nash, J. (1990). P. L 99-457: Facilitating family participation in the multi-
disciplinary team. Journal of Early Intervention, 14(4), 318-326.

3. Dunn, W., & Staff. (1990-1, Winter). Service provision challenges of team work.
Transitions, 1-4.

4. Dunn, W., & Staff. (1990-1, Winter). Training for interdisciplinary team work.
nansitions, 8-11.
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Supplemental Readings

1. i3ailey, D. B., Palsha, S. A., & Huntington, G. S. (1990). Preservice preparation of
special educators to serve infants with handicaps and their families: Current
status and training needs. Journal of Early Intervention, 14(1), 43-54.

2. Bailey, D. B., Simeonsson, R. J., Yoder, D. E., & Huntington, G. S. (1990).
Preparing professionals to serve infants and toddlers with handicaps and their
families: An integrative analysis across eight disciplines. Exceptional Children,
57(1), 26-15.

3. Crais, E. R., & Leonard, C. R. (1990). P. L. 99-457: Are speech/language
pathologists prepared for the challenge? kha, 32(4), 57-61.

4. Cochrane, C. G., Farley, B. G., & Wilhelm, I. L (1990). Preparation of physical
therapists to work with handicapped infants and their families: Current status
and trdining needs. Journal of Physical Therapy, 70(6), 372-380.

5. Holditch-Davis, D. (1989). In light of P. L. 99-457, how well are novice nurses
prepared? In Touch 7(2), 5.

6. Humphry, R., & Link, S. (1990). Entry level preparation of occupational
therapists to work in early intervention programs. American Journal of
Occupational Therapy, 44(9), 828-833.

7. Kaufman, M. (1989). Are dietitians prepared to work with handicapped infants?
P.L. 99-457 offers new opportunities. Journal of the American Dietetic
Azociation, 89(11), 1602-1605.

8. Colin, A., & Ducanis, A. (1981). The team and the exceptional child. In The
interdisciplinary team: A handbook fir the education of exceptional children (pp.
1-11). Rockville, MD: Aspen Publications.

9. McCormick, L, & Goldman, R. (1979). The transdisciplinary model: Implications
for service delivery and personnel preparation for the severely and profoundly
handicapped. AAESPH Review, 4(2), 152-161.

10 Center for Educational Development. Team dynamics and the decision-making
process. In Project BRIDGE: Decision-making for early servicex A team approach
(pp.42-58). Elk Grove Village, IL: American Academy of Pediatrics.



Suggested Teaching Activities

L Through a panel presentation and large group discussion centered around a case
vignette (the Mack family could be used; see Appendix .1, p. CC), representatives
of selected disciplines might describe the typical role on an early intervention
team of professionals from their disciplines. They will present the following
information related to the case vignette:

a. their typical broad role vis a vis the team and the family
(consultant, direct service provider, service coordinator, etc.);

b. their role in child assessment (context, measures used,
mechanisms for reporting results)

c. their role in identifying family priorities and resources
d. their role in developing an intervention plan
e. their role in implementation of that plan

If time permits, they will then be asked to describe changes in their roles and
functions that might result if changes in the case illustration were made (i.e., the
chik and family were seen in a different setting because of change in age or
hand:capping condition).

2. Prior to class a matrix listing the questions identified above could be created on
the flipchart. During the presentation, this information could be recorded on a
flipchart. During the panel the responses of individual disciplines could be
recorded on the flipchart

3. Class discussion might focus on the impact on the family of many different
professionals needing to interact with child and family, the impact of different
models of disciplinary teaming on families, and teaming strategies that are
supportive to families.

4. An overhead of the Project BRIDGE chart (see Appendix .1, p. DD) will be shown
to highlight and summarize comments related to individual characteristics,
group characteristics, group process, and situational factors that impact team
dynamics and family-professional relationships.

Note: When selecting panel representatives, it is helpful to select professionals who
actually provide direct services. It may also be helpful to discuss this class session
at the beginning of the class the following week. This gives students a chance to
reflect on the experience. The following questions might be addressed:

a. Do pL feel you got a better understanding of other professional
disciplines? your own?

b. Did the panelist accurately represent your discipline? What
additional information would you have liked for the class to have
heard about your discipline? What additional information would
you have liked about other disciplines?



Module 2
Family Theories:

Systems and Life Cycle Perspectives

Partidpant Mjectives

1. Participants will demonstrate knowledge of three key components of family
systems and life cycle theories (subsystems, boundaries, and hierarchies) and
their implications for intervention with families. (K)

2. Participants will espouse the belief that the young child is best understood in the
context of the family, arul change or intervention directed at one family member
affects every other member. (A)

3. Participants will Czscribe how changes over time (development) of
illness/disability, individual, and family systems interact and can influence family
functioning. (K)

4. Participants will espouse the belief that an individualized approach to
intervention with families that is sensitive to ongoing changes in the
development of the illness, the individual, the family system, and the social
context is most effective. (A)

Readings

1. Foster, M., Berger, M., & McLean, M. (1981). Rethinking a good idea: A
reassessment of parent involvement. Topics in Early Childhood Special
Education, 1(3), 55-65.

2. Rolland, J. (1987). Chronic illness and the life cycle: A conceptual framework.
Family Proms, 26, 203-221.

3. May, J. (1991). Commentary-What about fathers? Family Support Bulletin, p.
19.



Supplemental Readings

1. Minuchin, P. (1985). Families and individual development: Provocations from the
field of family therapy. Child Develcpment, 56, 289-302.

2. Aponte, H. J. (1986). "If I don't get simple, I cry". Family Process, 25, 531-548.

3. Andrews, J., & Andrews, M. (1990b). The systemic perspective. In Family-based
treatment in communicative disorders (pp. 5-22), Sandwich, IL: Jane Ile
Publishing.

4. Turnbull, A. P., & Turnbull, H. R. (1990). Family interaction. In Families,
professionals and exceptionality: A special partnership (2nd ed.) (pp. 52-76).
Columbus, OH: Mertill Publishing Co.

Suggested Teaching Activities

1.*Family Sculpture Project: Students might be asked to do this project for
homework. For some students this assignment may be difficult, especially if
they are in the middle of a family crisis. It is important to stress that sharing the
information will be on a voluntary basis. Students will need colored construction
paper, glue, scissors and pens in order to do this project. Refer to the
Wedemeyer and Groterant (1982) article for pictorial examples of this project.

OBJECTIVES OF PROJECT
To provide students with an opportunity to apply the basic concepts

of family systems theory to their own family
To provide students with a context for discussing the family system

concepts

DIRECTIONS FOR STUDENTS
1 Decide what family you will picture (family of origin or current

family). If you have more than one family for some reasun, you
may do both.

2. Trace and cut out circles from the construction paper, making
enough for yourself and each person or set of persons or things
you want to include. There are no restrictions on whom you
include or how you symbolize them. (Parents, siblings, neighbors,
pets, your father's golf game, whoever or whatever has a
significant effect on the family.) If you wish you may vary size,
shape or color of the units to express yourself more fully.

3. Label each circle. A single circle may have one name or more than
one if you see those people/things as a unit.

*Wedemeyer, N., & Groterant, H. (1982). Mapping the family system: A technique for teaching
family systems them concepts. Family Relations, 31, 185-193.
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4. Arrange the circles on a large piece of colored paper so they
express the relationships you feel in your family. When you feel
comfortable with the total arrangement, firmly glue them in place.

5. Draw any boundary or connecting lines you feel complete the
picture.

6. Please bring your project to class if you feel comfortable doing so.
Volunteers will be asked to share their sculpture.

CLASS DISCUSSION OF PROJECT
1. Students might be divided into small groups, making sure that

at least 1 student in each group is willing to share their family
sculpture. In these groups the volunteers will be asked to
discuss their Family Sculpture Project in terms of subsystems,
boundaries, and hierarchies. Participants in the small groups
will be asked to consider the following questions:

a. If a professional was providing early intervention services to
your family, what information about subsystems, boundaries,
and hierarchies would be helpful for them to lmow?

b. What strategies would be effective for gathering this
information with your family?.

If time permits, the groups will share insights with the large
group on different perspectives that emerged as a result of this
project. One perspective that may emerge is that there are
many different ways that the families of the participants in the
class are structured. Tinre is sometimes a tendency to define
families with structures that are different from our own as
being "abnormal," "dysfumtional," etc. Class discussion should
highlight that these "differences" may be quite adaptive for
individual families. This should lead to a discussion of value and
cultural differences. This discussion will continue over the
next two modules (and beyond).

2. Instructor might provide an overview of the key concepts of
family systems theory and interaction with life cycle events
covered in the readings and describe their implications for
intavention (see Appendix J, p. EE). The following concepts
and discussion questions could be presented

a. FAMILY SUBSYSTEMSEvery family can be considered to
be a system made up of subsystems. Each subsystem is
interdependent and interrelated. Individuals within the
family have simultaneous memberships in a number of
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different subsystems. This way of looking at families is
helpful because it depicts why intervention directed at only
one member, or one dyad of a family system, impacts the
whole system indirectly. The effects reverberate
throughout the system. The following questions might be
posed:

1. Who has been a traditional target of intervention
efforts? (child or motImr-child dyads)

2. What are possible outcomes of this narrow approach?
(Might overemphasize parent-child subsystem and
subsequently compromise mother's role and child's
role in other family subsystems; might put pressure on
mothers to increase their caretaking and educational
functions . . it is important to consider how this will
impact other important family functions such as
recreational. If intervention goals are set with only one
part of family system, other member of system will
not be likely to support those goals. This diminishes
chanczs of goals being met.)

b. FAMILY BOUNDARIESFamilies have metaphorical lines
or boundaries that delme the subsytems within the family
(internal botmdaries). In addition, there is a metaphorical
line that defines who is "in" and who is "not in" the family
(external boundaries).

Internal boundaries: The discussion above highlights how
intervention might affect internal boundaries (cite
examples given in above discussion). The Rolland article
describes how a disability might affect internal boundaries.
The following questions might be posed:

1. How do internal boundaries change in response
to life cycle events? How do disruptions in life
cycle events created by disability impact intern? l
boundaries?

2. What is impact of supporting or supplanting
internal boundaries through intervention
efforts?

External boundaries: Some families have rigid external
boundaries and this will affect relationships with outside
helpers. In Module 4 we will discuss further the impact of
intervention on families...both positive and negative
consequences.
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c. FAMILY HIERARCHIESThis basically means who is in
charge in this familr...who has power and authority. Cite
examples of unexpected sources of family power,...(i.e.,
the ghost of a dead relative). The following question might
be posed: Why is it important to consider which family
members have power and authority?

d. INTERACTION OF CONCEPTSSeveral types of
development occur simultaneously: child's individual
development family as it evolves in its own life cycle; and
changing course of physical condition and unfolding
adaptation to it. All of this is influenced by social context and
cultural variations. Refer back to ecological model.

2. Family Vignette Activity: Participants could read the Crowder family vignette
(Appendix C) and address the questions in the case vignette activity before class.

Large group discussion might take place as part of instructor's presentation.
Participants will be encouraged to consider the Crowder family and the Aponte
case illustration. They might be asked to consider the followint

a. Describe the Crowders in terms of the following concepts:
parental and sflAing subsystems, hierarchies, internal and external
boundaries, life cycle events, developmental events associated with
family illness. What information from Hannon family (Aponte
case) helps us understand Julie Crowder?

b. How does this information affect how you might conduct
intervention with them? Where would you start and how?
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Module 3
Family Adaptation:

Impact of Child and Family Factors

Participant Objectives

1. Participants will identify child and family characteristics that impact parent-child
interactions. (K)

2. Paiticipants will be able to describe at least one theory of family adaptition to
stress and its implicatiom for intervention. (K)

3. Participants will espouse tlx belief that understanding the interaction between
the characteristics of the child and the family, including family values, beliefs,
daily routines, and ensting resources, is an important component in planning
effective intervention with families. (A)

Readings

1 Wright, J., Granger, R., & Sameroff, A. (1983). Parental acceptance and
developmental handicap. In J. Blather (Ed.), Severely handicapped young
children and their families: Reseatrh in review (pp. 51-86). Orlando: Academic
Press.

2. Turnbull, A. P., & Turnbull, H. R. (1990). Family support: Helping families cope.
In Familia, profeuionals and exceptionality: A special partnership (2nd ed.) (pp.
361-384). Columbus, OH: Merrill Publishing Co.

3. Wieder, S. (1989). Mediating successful parenting: Guidelines for practitioners.
Zero to Three, 10(1) 21-22.

4. Kaiser, C., & Hayden, A. (1984). Clinical research and policy issues in parenting
severely handicapped infants. In J. Blather (Ed.), Severely handicapped young
children and their families (pp. 275-312). Orlando: Academic Press.

5. Wmton, P. (1990). Promoting a normalizing approach to families: Integrating
theory with practice. Topics in Early Childhood 5Pecial Education, 10(2), 90-103.



Supplennntal Reulings

1. Trout, M, & Foley, G. (1989). Working with families of handicapped infants and
toddlers. 7hpics in Language LWankrs, 10(1), 57-67.

2. Yraiberg, S., Adelson, E., & Shapiro, V. (1975). Ghosts in the nursery. Journal of
the American Academy of Child Psychiatry, 4(3), 387-421.

Suggested Teaching Activities

1. The instructor may want to show a segment of a videotaped interview with a
parent & child.* The students could be azked to make note of child
characteristics, family characteristics, family beliefs, values and existing
resources that they feel are conveyed in the video. [Perhaps they will use a
framework, such as ABCX, which is described in the Wmton (1990) article, for
making notes).

2. Following videotape, there could be a discussion of what participants noted. The
following points from the readings could be highlighted by the instructor:

a. Family variables from readings over last two weeks (systems, life
cycle, functions) could be summarized and reviewed (see
Appendix .11, p. EE).

b. Theories and models of family adaptation may be briefly reviewed
and summarized-
1) Hill's ABCX Model, which is described in Winton (1990) article

(see Appendix J, p. FF)
2) Olson's research, which is summarized in Turnbull & Turnbull,

1990 chapter (set Appendix J, p. GC)
3) Farber's theory of minimal adaptation (see Appendix 1, p. HH)

What do these theories and models tell us about ways to define
family strengths on IFSP?

It should be noted that much of the family research has been
conducted with middle-class Ango familia. For instance, much of
Olson's research was carried out with 1000 Lutheran families in
the mid-west.

c. Focusing on caregiver-infant relationships in intervention Can
this be done in ways that support families or support what is
being done well?

*There are several portions of the "Family-Centered Carey videotape used in the Introductory
module which feature interviews with mothers and fathers. One of those segments could be
used.
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Module 4
Family Adaptation:

Impact of Cultun, Community, and Intervention

Participant Okhtctives

1. Participants will define features of their own family ecology (available resources,
family values and cultural heritage) that impact the way family life is organized
(i.e., daily routines and task allocation). (K)

2. Participants will recognize that personal values and biases affect definitions of
family strengths. (A)

3. Participants will espouse the belief that to maximize effectiveness, intervention
efforts must fit into and be sustainable within the daily routines, values, and
beliefs of familia. (A)

Readings

1. Gallimore, R., Weisner, T., Kaufman, S., & Bernheimer, L (1989). The social
construction of ecocultural niches: Family accommodation of developmentally
delayed children. American Journal on Mental Retardation, 94(3), 216-230.

2. Affleck, G., Tennen, H., Rowe, 1., Roscher, B., SE Walker, L. (1989). Effects of
formal support on mothers' adaptation to the hospital-to-home transition of
high-risk infants: The benefits and costs of helping. Child Development, 60, 488-
501.

3. Darling, R. B. (1989). Using the social system perspective in early intervention:
The value of a sociological approach. Journal of Early Intervention, 13(1), 24-35.

4. Hanson, J. J., Lynch, E. W., & Wayman, K. I. (1990). Honoring the cultural
diversity of families when gathering data. Topics in Early Childhood Special
Education, 10(1),112-131.



Supplenumtal Readings

1. Kazak, A. E., & Wilcox, B. L. (1984). The structure and function of social support
networks in families with handicapped children. American Journal of
Ornmunity PFychology, 12(6), 645-661.

2. Turnbull, H. R., & Turnbull, A. P. (1987). The Latin American family and public
policy in the United States: Informal support and transition into olulthood.
Lawrence, KS: The University of Kansas Department of Special Education and
Bureau of Child Research.

3. Blau, M. (1989). In it together. New York Magazine, September 4 issue.
(Genograms of famous people!), 44-54.

4. Norton, D. (1990). Understanding the early experience of Black children in
high-risk environments: Culturally and ecologically relevant research as a guide
to support for families. Zero to three, 10(4), 1-7.

5. Edmunds, P., Martinson, S., & Goldberg, P. (1990). Demographic and cultrual
diversity in the 1990s. Implications for services to young children with special
needs. Chapel Hill, NC: NEC-TAS.

6. Pollner, M., & McDonald-Wilder, L. (1985). The social construction of unreality:
A case study of a family's attribution of competence to a severely retarded child.
Family Process, 24(2), 241-254.

7. McGoldrick, M. (1982). Ethnicity and family therapy: An overview. In M.
McGoldrick, J. Pearce, & J. Giordano (Eds.), Ethnicity in family therapy (pp. 3-
30). New York: The Guilford Press.

Suggested Teaching Activities

1. Identifying Family Strengths Activity: Students could be asked to do this activity
for homework. It is important to recognize that for some students the
information generated through this activity may be sensitive. When making this
assignment emphasize that sharing the information in class will be strictly
voluntary.

OBJECTNES OF ACTIVITY
To provide students with information about variations between and

among cultures
To provide students with an opportunity to develop awareness of

their own and others' family values and beliefs and possible
cultural origins for these values

To provide students with an opportunity to develop a definition of
"family strength?' that is free of cultural bias
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DIRECTIONS FOR STUDENTS
I. Please select the American ethnic group closest to your own ethnic

heritage from tin list generated from the McGoldrick, Pearce, and
Ciordana book referenced in Readings.

2. Please read the cultural profile on that ethnic group in the
McGoldrick book.

3. Please answer (in writing) the following questions in terms of
your own family:

a. Identify at least one (try for more) family value or characteristic
that you think would be important for an interventionist to
know that might work with your family.

b. Identify at least one internal coping strategy that you think
your family uses in times of crisis (this can be unique to your
family and not necessarily one identified in readings).

c. To whom or where do you think your family typically turns for
help when there is a crisis (external resources) and why? (See
Appendix .1, for an overhead which might be useful in
discussing internal and external resources).

d. Can you think of ways that family beliefs affect daily routines?

e. How might your own family values and beliefs affect your
work with families in intervention?

f. How might it feel to have someone outside of your family tell
you that something about your values, beliefs or routines
would have to be changed? How would changes of this sort
work for you?

g. Think of and describe a recent accommodation that you have
made as a result of a change in Wilily ecology or life events.

CLASS DISCUSSION OF ACTIVITY
The questions above will guide class discussion in either small groups
or a large group format. The following points might emerge in this
discussion:

1. Ethnic background is only one of many factors that contribute
to "culture". Provide two different definitions of culture that
reflect this idea (see overhead with definitions in Appendix .1).

2. Making assumptions about people based on limited knowledge
can be misleading and not helpful in tenns of developing
positive relationships.
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Module 5
Developing a Rationale for an Empowering Approach

to Families in Early Intervention: Parent
Perspectives and Models of Helping

Participant ObkDctives

1. Participants will be able to describe the principles and cite specific examples of
an empowering approach to families in intervention and contrast the em-
powering approach with other models for providing intervention to families. (K)

2. Participants will espouse the belief that an empowering model for providing
intervention to families is an effective one. (A)

Readings

1. Espe-Sherwindt, M., & Kerlin, S. (1990). Early intervention with parents with
mental retardation: Do we empower or impair? Infants and Young Children, 2(4),
21-28.

2. NEC*TAS. (1990). Selected remarks from the NEC*TAS Parent Panel of the LRE
Conference. In NEC*TAS Resource Parket Least Restrictive Environment for
Infants, Toddlers, Preschoolers. Chapel Hill, NC: NEC*TAS, CBO 8040, UNC-CH,
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.

3. Vohs, J. R. (1989). Perspective: Vision and empowerment. Infants and Young
Children, 2(1), vii-x.

4. Seitz, V., Rosenbaum, L K., & Apfel, N. H. (1985). Effects of family support
intervention: A ten-year follow-up. Child Development, 56, 376-391.

Supplemental Readings

1. Alexander, R., & Tompkins-McGill, P. (1987). Notes to the experts from the
parent of a handicapped child. Journal of Social Work, 361-362.

2. Butler, A. (1983). There's something wrong with Michael: A pediatrician-
mother's perspective. Pediatrics, 71(3), 446-448.

3. Turnbull, H. R., & Turnbull, A. P. (FAs.). (1985). Parents speak out: Then and
now (2nd ed.). Columbus, OH: Merrill Publishing Co.
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4. Featherstone, IL (1980). A difference in the family: Living with a disabled child.
New York Basic Books.

5 Dunst, C. J., Trivette, C. M., & Deal, A. G. (1988). Introduction. In Enabling and
empowering families: Principle4 and guidelines for practice (PP. 1-11).
Cambridge, Mk Brookline Books.

Suggested Teaching Activities

1. Invite a parent or parents to visit with the class and share their perspectives on
early intervention practices. Resources for locating parents who may wish to
participate the local chapter of the Association for Retarded Citizens or other
parent advocacy organizations. If money is available to reimburse parents as
consultants, this may make it easier for parents who must arrange childcare. It is
also helpful to provide parents with the readings for this module in advance so
that they can participate in the discussion.

2. Class discussion of presentation organized around the following questions:

a. What messages come across in the parent presentation and articles
related to parent perspectives?

b. What principles/strategies/guidelines emerge related to an em-
powering approach to families or in addition to the three
components of the empowering approach described by Dunst?
What other principles emerge from the information provided by
parents?

c. Cite specific practices which were helpful (from parents' perspec-
tives).

d. Cite practices that were not helpful (from parent perspective). Do
these practices fit into the other models of helping described in
Dunst's Chapter 4?



Module 6
Application of Principles to Practices:

The Individualized Family Service Plan and
the Family as Members of the Team

Participant 01*ctives

1. Participants will be able to identify at least three assumptions underlying their
future approaches to families in intervention settings. (A)

2. Participants will be able to identify at least four requirements specified in IDEA
related to the content, participation, and implementation of the Individualized
Family Service Plan. (K)

3. Participants will demonstrate knowledge of the 7 key components of the IFSP
process. (K)

4. Participants will recognize that the process of generating an IFSP document is
more important than the written document; therefore, there are a variety of
IFSP formats that might be acceptable. (A)

5. Participants will recognize that families will vary in the ways and extent to which
they wish to be involved in team meetings and IFSP development (A)

Reat lings

1. Dunst, C., Trivette, C., & Deal, A. (1989). A family systems assessment and
intervention model. In B. Hanft (Ed.), Family-centered care: An early
intervention resource manual (pp. 259-265). Rockville, MD: ACTA, Inc.

2. Ziegler, M. (1989). A parent's perspective: Implementing P.L. 99457. In J. L
Gallagher, P. L Trohanis & R. M. Clifford (Eds.), Policy implementation and P. L.
99-457 (pp. 85-96). Baltimore, MD: Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co.

3. McGonigel, J. J., Kaufmann, R. K., & Johnson, B. H. (1991). A family-centered
process for the individualized family service plan. Journal of Early Intervention
15(1), 46-56.

4. Smith, S. W. (1990). Individualized education programs (IEPs) in special
education. From intent to acquiescence. Exceptional Children, 57(1), 6-14.
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5. Bailey, D. B., Buysse, V., Edmondson, R., & Smith, T. (1992). Creating family-
centered services in early intervention: Perceptions of professionals in four
states. Exceptional mum., 58(4), 298-310.

Supplemenbl Readings

1 Hanft, B. (1988). The changing environment of early intervention services:
Implications for practice. American Journal of Occupational Therm, 42(11), 26-
33.

2. Sparks, S. (1989). Assessment and intervention with at risk infants and toddlers:
Guidelines for the speech-language pathologist. Topics in Language Disorders,
10(1), 43-56.

3. Witt, J. C., Miller, C. D., McIntyre, R. M., & Smith, D. (1984). Effects of variables
on parental perceptions of staffings. Exceptional children, 51(1), 27-32.

4. Johnson, B. H., McGonigel, M. J., & Kaufmann, R. K. (Eds.). (1989). The IFSP
sequenct. In Guidelines and recommended practices for the individualized
family service plan (pp. 11-21). Washington, DC: Association for the Care of
Children's Health.

5. Johnson, B. H., McGonigel, M. J., & Kaufmann, R. K. (Eds.). (1991). Philosophy
and conceptual freamework. In Guidelines and recommended practices for the
indivichuilized fivnily service plan (pp. 5-10). Bethesda, MTh Association for the
Care of Children's Health.

6. Johnson, B. H., McGonigel, M. J., & Kaufmann, R. K. (Eds.). (1991). An overview.
In Guidelines and recommended practices for the itulividualized family service
plan (pp. 14). Bethesda, MD: Association for the Care of Children's Health.

Suggested Teaching Activities

Because this module represents the transition from the more theoretical and
philosophical part of the course to the applied component it is important to plan
activities that help students bridge that gap. The following ideas focus on trying
to achieve that.

I Ask students to start a journal, which they will keep for the remainder of the
course. The first entry in the journal, which could be part of a class activity. is a
list of four or five assumptions or principles related to working with families in
early intervention which they believe in and which will guide their work with
families. Encourage them not to pan.ot back what they have read, but to
consider beliefs and ideas that they could implement in the reality of their
current or future workplaces or practica sites. Ask them to write down
underneath each assumption/principle what experience/reading/discussion, etc.
made this idea become "their own" (i.e., one which they will act upon). These
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principles will serve as the basis for additional journal entries and future class
assignments.

2. Ask students to arrange an interview with an administrator from a school system
or local agency involved in serving young children with special needs. The
purpose of the interview is to ask how dud system or agency is addressing the
family-centered intent of the IDFA legislation. The students might want to
consider ways of structuring this interview around the key issues or
components of the law identified in their readings. Students could be advised to
take writttn information to these professionals about the law (e.g., local or state
information developed by Interagency Coordinating Councils), because in some
cases the professionals' knowledge base may be limited. Students could be asked
to comment in their journal on the extent to which the assumptions they
identified as important were guiding existing practices, as described by
administrators.

3. Class discussion of readings and interviews could focus on the following
information:

a. Key decision-making points (see Appendix .1, p. PP) releed to
IFSP development (Bailey, Buysee, Edmondson & Smith, 1992)

b. Barriers to change (Bailey, et al., 1992) and the students' potential
role in the change process as they enter the field as young
professionals
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Module 7
Application of Principles to Practices:

Coliabonting with Families in Child Assessment

411`

Partldpant Objectives

1. Participants will know Part H of the IDEA regulations related to the assessment
of infants and toddlers. (K)

2. Participants will develop a rationale for collaborating with family members in
child assessment, recognizing the potential advantages and limitations. (A)

3. Participants will recognize that family priorities should guide the child
assessment process. (A)

4. Participants will identify a range of options for collaborating with families in the
assessment of their children, citing principles and strategies likely to enhance
their successful application. (K)

5. Participants will recognize that families may have different goals and priorities
for their children from professionals, and will discuss approaches and strategies
designed to resolve those differences in a mutually satisfactory fashion. (A)

Readings

1. Johnson, B. H., Mcconigel, M. J., & Kaufmann, R. K. (Eds.). (1991). Assessment
resources. In B. H. Johnson, M. J. McGonigel, & R. K. Kaufmann (Eds.),
Guide lirtt.J and recommended practices for the individualized family servke plan
(2nd ed.) (pp C 1-C6). Bethesda, MD: Association for the Care of Children's
Health.

2. Wolery, M., & Dyk, L. (1984). Arena assessment: Description and preliminary
social validity data. Journal of the Association fir Persons with severe Handicaps,
9(3), 231-235.

3. Sheehan, It (1988). Involvement of parents in early childhood assessment. In
IL Sheehan & T. Wachs (Eds.), Assessment of young developmentally dthabled
children (pp. 75-90). New York: Plenum Press.

4. Kjerland, L., & Kovach, J. (1990). Family-staff collaboration for tailored infant
assessment In D.Gibbs & D. Teti (Eds.), Interdisciplinary amessment of infants:
A guide for early intervention professionals (pp. 287-298). Baltimore, MD: Paul
H. Brookes Publishing Co. Publishing Co.
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5. Andrews, J., & Andrews, M. (1990a). Application to early childhood speech
language, hearing problems. In Family-based treatment in communicatibe
disorders. Sandwich, IL: Jane Ile Publishing.

Supplemental Readings

1. Bloch, J. S., & Seitz, M. (1989). Parents as assessors of children: A collaborative
approach to helping. Social Work in Education, July, 226-244.

2. Parker, S. J., & Zuckerman, B. S. (1990). Therapeutic aspects of the assessment
process. In S. J. Meisels & J. P. Shonkoff (Eds.), Handbook of early childhood
intervention (pp. 350-369). Cambridge University Press.

Suggested Teaching Activities

OBJECTIVE
To apply information from readings about collaborating with families in child
assessment to the assessment process as it occurs in a real situation.

1. Have students identify a situation in which child assessments are conducted and
carry out this assignment by conducting and/or observing the persons involved
in these assessments. Ask them to address the following questions about the
child assessment process in terms of a specific child and family with whom they
have worked or with whom the persons they are observing/interviewing have
worked. (If students are going to be observing an assessment remind them that
they will need to get the parents' permission).

a. What was the purpose of the assessment? How was this decided
and by whom?

b. What assessment instruments were used and how were they
selected?

c. Where did the assessment (L.cur (i.e., home, office, etc.)? 9ow was
this decided and by whom?

d. Who was present for the assessment? How was this decided and
by whom?

e. Who conducted the assessment? How was this decided?

f. How were the assessment results shared with others? Who
received this information? Who decided who should know what?
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g. Do you consider the assessment you have just described as typical
of the assessments conducted in the context you are in or are
observing (clinic, school, hospital, etc.)?

h. To what extent are the practices you observed consistent with
principles underlying the family-centered intent of the IDEA
legislation?

2. An alternative to observing a child assessment is to ask students to interview a
professional who conducts child assessments as part of his/her work. The
questions found on the following pagit (please feel free to reproduce for your
students) are provided to help structure this interview. Students should be
prepared that ttw.se questions may generate discussion and might want to share
readings from class with professionals in order to disseminate ideas about best
practice in conducting child assessments.

3. Ask students to write a brief report of their reaction to their observation/
interview. If they have conducted an observation, this report could include the
answers to the questions listed in #1. In both interview and observation
situations, ask students to consider the extent to which they felt the principles/
assumptions they identified in Module 6 were guiding the practices they
observed.
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Some-
Never times Always

1. Do you conduct assessments at times that are convenient for
families? Do you offer choices of times to parents?

2. Do you offer parody the option of conducting at least a por-
tion of their children's assessments in their own homes?

3. Do you conduct oburvations of children in natural settings
(i.e., home, daycare, dassroom) as part of you asseument
i nformation?

4. Do you ask parents which professionals (disciplines) theY
want involved in the assessment of their children aft do
you honor their decisions?

5. Do you tell parents they may have anyone else they want
present for, or involved in, the assessment(s) of their
children (e.g., siblings, grarmiparents, friends, babysitters,
professionals from other agemies)?

6. Do you offer parents choices regarding the assessment
tooWmeasures that will be used for their child and the
methods used for administration?

7. Do you offer parents a range of options for how they can be
involved in the assessment of their children? Do you honor
their dedsions regarding the level or type of involvement
they prefer?

8. Do you reveal and explain assessment results to parents im-
mediatelY after Um, are obtained (i.e., on the same day)?

9. Do you offer parents a clear choice as to who assessment
information mil be shared with and how this will be done?

10. Do you discuss assessnent results using terms that are
readily understood and meaningful to parents?

11. Do you write children's assessment rr ports in such a way
as to reflect the parents' priorities?

12. Do you write reports in a way that is readily understood and
meaningful to parents?

13. Do you give a copy of your assessment report(s) to parents?
14. Do you offer parents the opportunity to write a portion of

the assessment report(s), sign the report(s), or make
suggestions for changes before a final copy is filed or sent
out?

15. Do you dearly offer parents the wortunity for parents to
be present at all discussions regarding the planning of the
child's assessment or discussing the results of the child's
assessment?

16. Do you only write recommendations in your assessment
reports if they have been discussed with art agreed upon
by parents?

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 s

[Reprinted from BRASS TACKS. McWilliam, P. J., & Winton, P. J. (1990). Chapel IN, NC:
Carolina Institute for Research on Infant Personnel Preparation, Frank Porter Graham Child
Development Center, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill].



Module 8
Application of Principles to Practices:

Identifying Family Resources, Priorities and
Concerns

Partidpant Objectives

1. Participants will provide a definition of family concerns and family resources. (K)

2. Participants will espouse the belief that effective intervention begins with how
families define their situation, rather than with a presentation of services
available. (A)

3. Participants will describe the major provisions of the IDEA legislation with
respect to the assessment of family resources, priorities and concerns. (K)

4. Participants will identify a range of options for assessing family resources,
priorities and concerns. (K)

5. Participants will recognize that families will vary in the ways and extent to which
they wish to have family resources, priorities and concerns assessed. (A)

Readings

1 Summers, J. A., Dell'Oliver, C., Turnbull, A. P., Benson, H. A., Santelli, E.,
Campbell, M., & Siegel-Causey, E. (1990). Focusing in on the IFSP process:
What are family and practitioner preferences? Topics in Early Childhood Special
Education, 10(1), 78-99.

2. Kaufman, R. K., & McGonigel, M. J. (1991). Identifying family concerns,
priorities, and resources. In B. H. Johnson, M. J. McGonigel, & R. K. Kaufrnann
(Eds.), Guidelines and recommended practices for the individualized family
service plan (2nd ed.) (pp. 47-55). Bethesda, MD: Association for the Care of
Children's Health.

3. Johnson, B. H., McGonigPI, M. J., & Kaufmann, It K. (Eds.). (1991). Resources for
identifying family strengths, nails, res-urces, and support. In B. H. Johnson, M.
J. McGonigel, & It K. Kaufmann (Eds.), Guidelines and recommended practices
for the individualized family service plan (2nd ed.) (pp. DI-D11). Bethesda, MD:
Associafion for the Care of Children's Health.
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4 Bailey, D. B., (1988a). Asses** family stress and needs. In D. B. Bailey &
R. J. Simeonsson (Eds.), Family auessment in early intervention (pp. 95-118).
Columbus, OH: Menill Publishing Co.

5. Bailey, D. B., (1988b). Rationale and model for family assessment in early
intervention. In D. B. Bailey & R. J. Simeonsson (Eds.), Family aaessment in
early interarntion (pp. 1-26). Columbus, OH: Merrill Publishing Co.

6. Bailey, D. B., & Blasco, P. M. (1990). Parents' perspectives on a written survey of
family needs. Journal of Early Interventiom 14(3), 196-203.

Suggested Teaching Activities

OBJECTIVE
To apply information from the readings about identifying family resources,

priorities and concerns to the family assessment process as it occurs in a real
situation.

1. Because the emphasis on the identification of family resources, priorities and
concerns is fairly recent, many programs do not have clearly stated policies and
procedures for doing this. In addition, best practice suggests that this activity is
one that might take place over time and in a confidential and trusting
atmosphere. For these reasons, asking students to observe the process may be
unrealistic and intrusive for families. Therefore, it is recommended that students
interview a professional rather than observing a family-professional interaction.

The questions found on the last page of this module are provided to help
structure this interview. Students might find that the professionals they
interview are not aware of some of the ideas described in their readings. They
might want to share some of their readings with professionals and emphasize
that these ideas are new.

2. Ask the students to write a brief (one page) reaction to the interview, focusing
on the extent to which they believe that the approach to families they
"witnessed" (via interview) was consistent with the underlying principles/
assumptions they identified in Module 6.

3. Class discussion should focus on the following:

a. Definitions (I,: resources and priorities (see Winton (1990) article in
Module 3 and Dunst, Trivette & Deal (1989) article in Module 6)
and parent preferences for how that information is gathered (see
Bailey and Blasco (1990) and Summers, et al., (1990) articles in this
module);



b. Resources for gathering information on family resources,
priorities and concerns (Johnson, et al., 1989, chapter in this
module);

c. How the information in their readings related to best practice is
consistent with their experiences and observations in the real
world.
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1. Do you individualise your method(s) of gathering
Never

Some-
times Always

information (e.g., identifying needs & strengths) from 1 2 3 4 5
each family?

2. Do you allow parents to determine how they will share
information about themselves ami their children (e4,
locadon, who will provick information, areas of
information shared, form vs. personal interview)? 1 2 3 4 5

3. Do you tell parents exactly wiv3 will have access to the
information duty provide and how the information will be
used (i.e., informed consent and confidentiality)? 1 2 3 4 5

4. Do you allow parents to withhold personal information about
themselves if they so desire and are they informed that
this is acceptable to the program staff? 1 2 3 4 5

5. Do you provide parents with information about resources
available to meet goals they identify but that cannot be
met by the services your program can offer (e.g.,
continuing education, marital counseling, financial
assnstance, employment)? 1 2 3 4 5

6. Do you have enough time available to develop a trusting
relationship between parents and professionals in the
pnacess of gathering information and identifying child and
family goals? 1 2 3 4 5

7. Do you show or give parents copies of reports released to
your program from other agencies or professionals? 1 2 3 4 5

8. Do you give parents the option of not including reports from
other aspncies or professionals in their child's permanent
file or do you allow parents to attach their own comments
to the reports? 1 2 3 4 5

9. Do you tell parents about every contact (phone calls, face-to-
face conversations) you have with people or agencies
outside your program to obtain information? 1 2 3 4 5

10. Do you give parents control over what is written about them
in your assessment reports (e.g., family status, family
history, etc.)? 1 2 3 4 5

11. Do parents have an opportunity to read your reports before
they are filed and request changes? 1 2 3 4 5

12. Can parents share personal information with one staff
member without it being shared with other members of
the team or written in your files? 1 2 3 4 5

[Reprinted from BRASS TACKS. McWilliam, P. J. & Winton, P. J. (1990). Chapel Hill, NC:
Carolina Institute for Research on Infant Personnel Preparation, Frank Porter Graham
Child Development Center, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill].



Module 9
Application of Principles to Practices:
Family-professional Collaboration !n

Goal-setting and Intervention

Participant Objectives

1. Participants will develop a rationale for identifying goals and objectives for
services provided. (A)

2. Participants will demonstrate knowledge of the issues associated with
collaboratively establishing outcomes with families. (K)

3. Participants will espouse the belief that early intervention outcomes generated
by families are more likely to be effectively achieved by families than outcomes
generated by professionals. (A)

Readings

1. Bailey, D. B., (1987). Collaborative goal-setting with families: Resolving
differences in values and priorities for services. Topics in Early Childhood Special
Education, 7(2), 59-71

2. Kaiser, A. P., & Hemmeter, M. L (1989). Value-based approaches to family
intervention. Topias in Early Childhood Special Educaiion, 8(4),-72-86.

3. Beckman, P. J., & Bristol, M. M. (1991). Issues in developing the IFSP: A
framework for establishing family outcomes. Topics in Early Childhood Special
Education, 11(3), 19-31.

4. Kramer, S., Mcconigel, M. J., & Kaufman, R. K. (1991). Developing the IFSP:
Outcomes, strategies, activities, and services. In B. 14 Johnson, M. J. McGonigel,
& R. K. Kaufmann (Eds.), Guidelines and recommended practices for the
individualized family service plan (2nd ed.) (pp. 57-66). Bethesda, MD:
Association for the Care of Children's Health.

5. Dung, C. J. (1991). Implementation of the individualized family service plan. In
B. H. Johnson, M. J. McGonigel, & IL K. Kaufmann (Eds.), Guidelines and
recommended practices for the individualized family service plan (2nd ed.) (pp.
67-78). Bethesda, MD: Association for the Care of Children's Health.

6. Johnson, B. H., McGonigel, M. J., & Kaufmann, R. K. (Eds.). (1991). Sample
IFSPs. In B. H. Johnson, M. J. McGonigel, & R. K. Kaufmann (Eds.), Guidelines
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and recommended practices for the individualized family service plan (2nd ed.)
(rp. A1-A66). Bethesda, MD: Association for the Care of Children's Health.

SuNgeniental Ream lings

1. Aponte, H. J. (1985). The negotiation of values in therapy. Family pi .cess, 24,
323-337.

2. Mental Health Law Project. (1990). Protecting children's and familie; rights in
Part H programs. Early Intervention Advocacy Network Notebook Issue Paper
#3.

3. Zygmond, M. J., & Boorhem, H. (1989). Ethical decision making in family
therapy. Family Process, 28, 269-280.

Suggested Teaching Activities

OBJECTWE
To apply information from readings about collaborative intervention planning to the

planning process as it occurs in a real situation.

1. Have students identify a situation in which intervention planning is done (e.g., an
1EP or 1FSP meeting). If it could be arranged with the professionals and families
involved, ask them if the student can sit in on this meeting. Ask the students to
write a brief report on their reactions to this planning meeting. In structuring
their observations and comments they might use the FOCAS scale excerpts on
page 50 to rate what happened.

In addition, ask students to comment on the extent to which what they observed
was consistent with the principles of best practice they identified in Module 6.

2. An alterriative to observing an IEP/IFSP meeting is for students to interview a
professional who develops intervention plans with families as part of their work.
This activity promotes the idea of intervention planning being an ongoing
process, not one relegated to a once a year meeting. The questions from BRASS
TACKS on page 51 are provided to help structure the interview.

Ask students to write a brief reaction to their interview, focusing on the extent
to which the practices they "witnessed" (via interview) are consistent with the
best practice principles they identified in Module 6.

3. Class discussion should focus on the following issues:

a. Why is it important to plan collaboratively with families (Bailey,
19 : :)?



b. What is different about intervention planning typically done in IEP
meetings (might refer back to Turnbull & Winton (1984) article in
Introductory Module for research on IEP meetings) and
intervention planning being described in IFSP literature (Dunst,
et al., 1988; Johnson, et al., 1989; Bailey, 1988)?

c. What skills/issues have been described in association with
collaborative goal-setting (Bailey, 1987; Kaiser & Hemmeter, 1989;
Zygmond & Boorhem, 1989)?

d. To what extent are these ideas about best practice consistent with
what the students observed in the real world?
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I PARENT PARTICIPATION IN TEAM MEETINGS:

1

Parents at-
tending the
IEF/IFSP
meetimg are
assigned.
passive role.
Few efforts
made to
secure their
input.

2 3
Parents par-
tidpate to
the extent
that they
take the
initiative.

4 5
Parents are

ven their
tmrn" to
contrthute in
team
meetings.

6 7
Parents are
encouraged
and sup-
ported in
taking an
equal role
with profes-
sionals in
team
meeting.

8 9
Professionals
provide
encourage-
ment and
support for
parents who
would like to
lead team
meeting.

PARENT ROLES IN DECISION-MAKING

1

Professionals
write the
IEP/IFSP &
present it as
a final
document to
parents for
signatures.

2 3
Professionals
present a plan
for goals &
services to
parents &
provide
opportunities
for feedback.

4 5
Professionals
give parents
opportunity
to make
suggestions
for goals &
services
prior to
writing the
IEP/IFSP.

6 7
Professionals
and parents
work as equal
partners in
developing
the IEPAFSP.

8 9
Professionals
provide
support & en-
couragement
for parents
who would
like to
assume a
leadership
role in
making
decisions
about goals &
services.

[Reprinted from FOCAS: FAMILY ORIENTATION TO COMMIRTTY AND AGENCY SERVICES.
Bailey, D. B. (1990). Chapel Hill, NC: Carolina Institute for Research on Infant Personnel
Preparation, Frank Porter Graham Child Development Center, The University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill].
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Same-
times Always

1. Do you offer parents the opportunity to be present at all discus-
sions regarding intervention planning for their children and
themselves? 1 2 3 4 5

2. Do you allow parents to determine wix will be involved in
develoOng the intervention plan and the format for their own
itwolvematt (e.g., lanze group meeting, home visit or center visit
with one team member)? 1 2 3 4 5

3. Do you prepare parents for participating in the development of

the intervention plan? Do you tell them the schedule of events,

purpose, who will attend, the topics that will be discussed, and
what they might do aimed of time? 1 2 3 4 5

4. Do you organise discussions of en intervention plan in a manner

that is familiar and meanhvful to the parents so that they are
comfortable participating (e.g., using the family's own
languagewords; using daily routines or relationships as topics for

developing interventions)? 1 2 3 4 5

5. Do you elicit information and ideas from parents in the

developnunt of the intervention plan? 1 2 3 4 5

6. Do you enteric that parents have access to all team members

during the intervention plannift process (e.g., to review assess-

ment results, to discuss recommendations to ask questions)? 1 2 3 4 5

7. Do parents have ultimate decision-maidng power in aniving at a

list of child and family goals atxl the methods that will be used to
meet these goals? 1 2 3 4 5

8. Do you take into consideration the parents' natural support
systems (e.g., extended family, friends, community groups, etc.)
in developing intervention options to meet identified goals? 1 2 3 4 5

9. Do you offer parents options of services or resources to meet the

intervention pals for their children? Do you honor parente

decisions regarding which services their children will receive or

not receive? 1 2 3 4 5

10. Do you design interventions to fit the existing daily mutines of
the child & his or her family (i.e, nondisruptive)? 1 2 3 4 5

11. Are intervention plans written in a manner that is readily

understood, meaningful, and useful for parents (in terms of both
content and format)? 1 2 3 4 5

12. Do you have sufficient time available to develop a truly
meaningful intervention plan and one that allows parents to be

actively involved in its development? 1 2 3 4 5

13. Do you work together as a team in the development and writing
of the intervention plan (across disciplines)? 1 2 3 4 5

14. Do you allow parents the option of not putting family goals (e.g.,
personal goals) in writing on the IFSP or 1E13, even though you
may be actively assisting them in achieving such goals? 1 2 3 4 5

15. Do yLa write the parents' names on the intervention plan as
being responsible for implementation (where appropriate)? 1 2 3 4 5

16. Do you update intervention plans every three months (or more
often) to reflect changes in goals or intemention strategies? 1 2 3 4 5

17. Do you tu-,e intervention plan (e.g., IFS?) forms that are eihsy
to make changes on in order to reflect changes in child/family
goals or intervention strategies? 1 2 3 4 5

[Reprinted from BRASS TACKS. McWilliam, P. J. & Winton, P. J. (1990). Chapel Hill, NC:
Carolina Institute for Research on Infant Personnel Preparation, Frank Porter Graham
Child Development Center, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill).
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Module 10
Communication Stntegies for

Identifying Family Priorities and Resources

Participant Ob*tives

1. Participants will identify tasks associated with effectively beginning and ending
an interview with a family. (K)

2. Participants will identify listening skills related to effective interactions with
families. (K)

3. Particivants will identify questioning skills related to effectively generating
family priorities, alternative strategies for achieving outcomes and criteria for
success. (K)

4. Participants will espouse the belief that all families, regardless of cultural or
socioeconomic background, have resources that might be effective in achieving
intervention outcomes and that the use of certain questioning skills is an
effective strategy for identifying family priorities. (A)

5. Through participation in a videotaped role-play situation, participants will be able
to identify at least one strength and one area for continued improvement for
themselves as interviewers. (K)

6. Through participation in a videotaped role-play, participants should be able to
identify one strength and one area of improvement in a fellow participant
involved in the role-play. (K)

Readings

1 Winton, P. J. (1988a). Effective communication between parents and
professionals. In D.B. Bailey & R.J. Simeonsson (Eds.), Family assessment in
early intervention (pp. 207-228). Columbus, OH: Merrill Publishing Co.

2 Winton, P. J. (1988)i). The family-focused interview: An assess.nent measure and
goal-setting mechanism. In D. B. Bailey & R. J. Simeonsson (Eds.), Family
assessment in early intervention (pp. 185-206). Columbus, OH: Merrill
Publishing Co.

3. Bailey, D. B. (1991). Building positive relationships between professionals and
families. In B. H. Johnson, M. J. McGonigel & R. K. Kaufmann (Eds.), Guidelines
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and recommended practices for the individualized family service plan (2nd ed.)
(pp. 29-38). Bethesda, MD: Association for the Care of Children's Health.

4. Murphy, A. (1990). Communicating assessment fmdings to parents: Toward
more effective informing. In E. Gibbs & D. Teti (Eds.), Interdisciplinary
assessment of infants: A guide kr early intervention profenionals (pp. 299-310).
Baltimore, MD: Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co.

5. Winton, P. J., & Bailey, D. B. (in press). Communicating with families:
Examining practices and facilitating change. In J. Paul & R. Simeonsson (Eds.),
Understanding and working with parents of children with special needs (2nd
Ed.). New York: Holt, Rinehart & Wmston.

Supplemental Readings

1. Olson, J. (1988). Delivering sensitive information to families of handicapped
infants and yowig children. Moscow, ID: University of Idaho.

2. Aponte, H. J. (1976). The family-school interview: An eco-structural approach.
Family Nocess, 15, 303-311.

3. Cecchin, G. (1987). Hypothesizing, circularity and neutrality revisited: An
invitation to curiosity. Family Process, 26(4), 405-413.

Suggested Teaching Activities

1 Class discussion summarizing the readings might focus on the following points:

a. communication can be described in terms of both program
practices and individual skills (Winton & Bailey, in press);

b. specific communication skills (Winton, 1988a (see Appendix J, p.
111 and a specific interview structure (Winton, 1988b see Appendix
J, p. LI) associated with effective interviewing have been identified
in the early intervention literature.

2. Many students have had previous instruction in active listening and other
traditional communication strategies. Before deciding upon teaching activities, it
might be helpful to determine students' perceptions of their oven training
needs. The following activities are best suited for students waiting a review of
basic listening skills:



a. LISTENING EXERCLSE*: Ask students to pair up; it is best if
students do not know their partner well. Provide each student
with written instructions for this exercise. One partner in each
pair (the interviewee) will receive the folbwing written
instructions:

"Your partner is going to conduct a brief (3-5 minute) interview
with you on the topic of how you got involved in early
intervention. Please be as cooperative as possible."

The other partner in each pair (the interviewer) will receive the
following written instructions:

"You are to conduct a brief (3-5 minute) interview with your
partner on the topic of how he/she got involved in early
intervention. Please act interested at first then creatively think of
ways to NOT LISTEN ATTENTIVELY to what he/she has to say."

At the end of the interview period ask the interviewees how they felt
during the process. Ask interviewers to read their instructions
aloud. Points that often emerge in this discussion include:
I. different ways of "not listening" (influenced by geographical

and cultural differences);
2. how it feels to be "not listened to";
3. most stucknts in the field of early h.tervention are fairly good

listeurs because of interest in "helping" relationships.

b. REFLECTING FEELINGS EXERCISE: In Appendix D are a :ries
of comments that a parent might make in the context of receiving
early intervention services. The instructor takes the role of the
parent and reads the comment to the class. One student volunteer
takes the role of the interviewer who makes less effective
responses (First L comment on Appendix D). The instructor then
asks the students to write down a response that is an example of
an accurate and semsitive reflection of the feelings expressed by
the parent (Examples of accurate statements are the Second I:
comment on Appendix D). The instructor asks students to share
their responses on a volunteer basis. It is important to not criticize
anyone's response, rather acknowledge that each response is a
possibility and might elicit certain information. Ask the volunteer
to consider if the response reflects the feelings of the parent

*Thanks to Shirley Geissinger for this idea.
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Another approach is to ask the volunteer to take the role of the
parent and repeat the parent comment. Ask another student to
respond as the volunteer did. Ask tlx volunteer if he/she felt the
response reflected the feelings he/she expressed.

This exercise provides students with c.ncrete examples of
statements reflecting feelings. By asking each student to write a
response but asking for volunteer contributions, less skilled
students are allowed a chance to assess their own limitations in this
area without being embarrassed or humiliated. Depending upon
the level of expertise in the class, volunteered statements may
include the following: givirg advice, making recommendations,
reassuring, investigative questioning, etc. These examples provide
an excellent teaching opportunity and highlight the extent to
which professionals are trained to be "experts" rather than
listeners.

3. Class Demonstration of Questioning Skills: For students who feel competent in
basic skills, the focus for class demonstrations might best be on the more newly
defined communication strategies, such as circular and reflexive questioning
(Wmton, 1988b, Winten & Bailey, in press). A scripted role-play is provided in
Appendix E. This role-play provides a live demonstration of circular vs. linear
questioning and reflexive vs. strategic questioning as described by Winton
(1988a). To conduct this role-play, ask for volunteers to play the roles of father,
mother, and interviewer. Give volunteers a chance to read through the scripts
before the demonstration. At the end of each of the four segments, class
discussion could focus on the following questions:

I. What information was learned?

2 What communication techniques were demonstrated and were
they useful or not?

A copy of questions that students might use in an interview situation in order to
gather information and facilitate collaborative goal-setting are provided in the
Appendices F & G. Students will find these helpful in preparing for the
videotaped role-play activity associated with this module.

4. Videotaped Family Role-play Activity (see Appendix H): This activity provides
studarts with a concrete and structured way of practicing communication skills,
assessing their own strengths and needs, and providing peer feedback. It is most
effectivz when done as a videotaped activity. If this is not possible, it can be done
without videotaping.

5. Preparing for the videotaped family role-play activity can be the focus for
another class activity. A rating scale has been developed for helping students
with self-assessment and feedback associated with the interviewing skills (see
Appendix H). Providing students with this ratintscale and giving them practice
in using it can be accomplished in class in several ways. Showing a videotaped
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interview, especially one that is blatantly ineffective, and asking students to rate
the interviewer is one strategy. Mother strategy is to ask students to participate
in a role-play activity in which students are divided into three groups: parents,
interviewers and observers. TIN Miller Family Vignette is provided in Appendix
I as a structure for conducting this class activity. The rating scale could be used as
a vehicle for discussing this role-play activity.



Module 11
Service Coordination*

Participant Objectives

1. Participants will be able to define service coordination (formerly called case
management) and describe the functions of the servi= coordivator wider Part
of IDEA. (K)

2. Participants will be able to identify ways of maximizing pareut/professional
partnerships and interprofessional collaboration through the practice of service
coordination. (K)

3. Participants will be able to describe some of the complex issues and challenges
related to service coordination in eariy intervention. (K)

4. Participants will be able to define a variety of different approaches to service
coordination in early intervention, and their advantages and disadvantages. (K)

5. Participants will be able to describe some of the issues to be considered in
designing a system for service coordination. (K)

Readings

1. Bailey, D. B. (1989). Case management in early intervention. Journal of Early
Intervention, 13(2), 120-134.

2 Dunst, C. J. (1989). An enablement and empowerment perspective of case
management. Tapia in Early Childhood Special Edu.cation, 8(4), 87-102.

3. Weil, M. & Karts, J. (1985). Historical origins and recent developments. In
M. Weil, & J. Karts (Eds.), Case management in human service practice (pp. 1-
29). San Francisco. Ck Jossey-Bass.

4. Zipper, I., Weil, M., & Rounds, K. (1991). Service coordination for early
intervention: Parents and professionals. Chapel Hill, NC: Carolina Institute for
Research on Infant Personnel Preparation, Frank Porter Graham Child
Development Center, University of North Carolina.

* This module was developed in collaboraton with:
Dr. Jokey Math, Associate Director, National Early Childhood Technical Assistance System
(NEC*TAS), FPG Child Development Center, UNC-CH.
Ms. Inn upper, Crit2P, FPG Child Development Center, UNC-CH.
Dr. Marie Weil, School of Social Work, UNC-CH.
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Suggested Teaching Activities*

1. The "Name Game" activity and discussion is a strategy for developing a defmition
of service coordination that is consistent with the spirit and intent of Fart H of
IDEA.

A. Ask participants what the term "service coordination" (formerly called
"case management") means to them. The different definitions given
should denxinsinte disciplinary and agency differences in terminology
and language. Definitions might include the following managing ttles and
data, helping individuals who cannot 'zip themselves, assisting people in
understanding a complex institution, such as a hospital, etc. (See "The
Name Gam" overhead in Appendix I for a sample definitions).

B. Present excerpts from the statute and regulations that pertain to service
coordination (see Appendix J for sample overheads).

C. The following definition of family-centered service coordination could be
provided as mu that is consistent with the intentions of Part H of IDEA:
Family-centered service coordination is an on-going partnership with
families that assists them in finding and accessing informal and formal
supports that meet their changing needs and priorities (See Appendix
for overhead of definition).

D. Participants could be asked to consider the following question: If this
definition of service coordination were put into practice, what differences
would it make for families and children, service providers and
communities? (See Amendix K for worksheet for this question).

2. Providing information on different service coordination models is a strategy for
providing information on how one might implement a family-centered approach
in an early intervention setting. The information on models might be organized
in terms of the following questions:

A. Should the service coordination position be held by someone who is part
of the early intervention program or someone who is independent of the
early intervention program?

Traditionally the position has been held by someone who is part of the
early intervention program. (an 'inside" approach) Then are several
variations within this model. The direct service provider assigned to the
family may assume service coordinat- on responsibilities as in the home
visitor model; a "dedicated" service coordinator hired by the program may
provide service coordination to all famihes; or in a transdisciplinary model,

*Thew teaching activities were developed by Dr. Joicey Hurth, NEC*TAS and Dr. Irene Zipper,
CIRIPP.
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the team may decide who will serve as the service coordinator for each
family based on their needs and &sires. A contrasting approach is for full-
time service coordination to be provided through another agency or
through a private provider or program (an "outside" approach).

There are pros arkl cons to both approaches. The independent agency an
"outside" approach may =an one more person with whom a family
must interact and develop a relationsihip. However, the advantage is that
person may have a broader understanding of community services (such
as day care, Iwalth care, transportation, etc.) and may be more open to the
perspective that families may have concerns that go beyond what the
early intervention program has traditionally addressed.

B. If you choose an "inside" approach, who should perform the service
coordination role?

C. Should experienced parents be trained and hired in the service
coordinator role to work with other families, if they so desire?

3 To provide participants with an opportunity for discussion of pros, cons and
issues related to each approach, "The Great Debate' activity could be held. (See
Appendix L for the instructions for this group activity, which takes
approximately one hour.) One of the outcomes of this exercise is the realization
that there is no perfect model. The strengths of one approach may be the
weaknesses of another. The debate exercise could be followed with a discussion
of strategies for minimizing the inherent weaknesses of each model and
maximizing its potential benefits. Participants may also brainstorm factors
which intim= the decision to adopt a given model, such as local resources,
odsting services, and interagency involvement

4. The following exercise will give participants an opportunity to analyze how
service coordination is being implemented in local programs. Ask participants to
consider an arly intervention setting, such as their practicum site, with which

they are familiar. In small groups, ask participants to consider the following
questions.

a. What are the various ways in which parents are involved in service
coordination in this setting?

b. What are the responsibilities of the service coordinator?

c. How does the service coordinator facilitate farr:lies' transitions among
services?

d. What preparation/training do service coordinators get for their roles?

e. What procedures exist for handling differences among parents and
professionals?
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f. How do agency policies facilitate or impede effective parent/professional
collaboration?

g. How do agency policities facilitate or impede effective interprofessional
collaboration?

h. How is the service coordination program funded?

After about fifteen minutes, facilitate a discussion in the large group of the ways in
which different agencies have addressed these issues.
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SECTION III:

Evaluation

6.1



Evaluation Results

How to measure the effediveness of training in the area of working with
families is a timely and challenging question. Traditionally preservice training has
been evaluated through participant knowledge tests and participant satisfaction
measures. However, this approach has been described as inadequate within the
early childhood literature and current emphasis has been placed on the importance
of addressing student outcome at the levels of knowledge, attitudes and skills
(McCollum, 1982). The problem this poses for those attempting to evaluate family
curricula is twofold in that the field is still working towards 1) identifying an agreed
upon set of family competencies, and 2) developing valid and reliable instruments
and strategies for measuring those competencies. One of the ongoing activities of
the Carolina Institute for Research in Infant Personnel Preparation has been the
develownent and field-testing of measures for assessing the efficacy of training in
family-centered content. The preservice families course has provided one context
for this activity, and the evaluation results which follow include a portion of the
efforts in this area of study.

As mentioned earlier, the student competencies addressed in the families
curriculum are at the knowledge and attitude levels. Therefore, a knowledge test
and two attitude measures, one related to working with families and one related to
working with teams, were used for evaluation purposes, in addition to a student
satisfaction measure. These instruments are all provided in this section of the
curriculum.

Knowledge Test A 31 item knowledge test, consisting of true-false, multiple
choice and short answer questions was administered to students at the end of the
course. The total possible score was 31. The mean score was 30, the range being
from 25 to 31. This suggested that all students exited the course with an acceptable
level of factual information about working with families.

Issues in Early Intervention. (Hurnphry & Ceissinger, 1990). An
experimental measure of attitudes towards working with families in early inter-
vention, developed through Institute efforts, was used to collect pre/post data on
students. There was a significant difference (p.0001) in the expected direction
between the mean pre and post scores on this measure. Although precautions
should be taken in interpretations of this result because of the experimente nature
of this measure, this suggested that students' attitudes towards working with
families became more family-centered over the semester, possibly as a result of the
families curriculum.

The Interdisciplinary Team in Early Intervention. (Mc William, 1990). An
experimental measure of attitudes towards working on teams in early intervention,
developed through Institute efforts, was used to collect pre/post data on students.
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There was a significant difference (p<.0001) in the expected direction between the
mean pre and post scores on this measure. Again, precautions in interpretations
must be made because of the lack of data on reliability and validity of this
instrument; however it does suggest that students' attitudes towards working with
teams changed as a result of the interdisciplinary course experience.

Participant Feedback. A measure of student satisfaction was administered at
three points in time over the semester: 1 math, 2 months, and 3 numths into the
semester. At each data collection point satisfaction was quite high. With a rating of
"5" indicating the highest level of satisfaction, the mean scores were X=4.1 at Time
1, X=4.1 at Tim 2 =I X=4.1 at Time 3. In response to the open-enckd question,
"What aspect of the class was most beneficial?", most students mentioned the class
discussions and the opportunity to hear the perspectives of participants from
different disciplines and backgrounds.

Dtacipiinary differences in partkipant outcome. A question of interest
related to whether or not there were disciplinary differences in terms of student
outcomes. To address this question, students were grouped according to whether
their current discipline was within one of the health related schools or divisions
(nursing, speech-language pathology, physical therapy) or within the education
school (school psychology, special education). Comparisons between these two
groups were made on the measures described above. There were no significant
differences.
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Participant Demogragthic information
hewn*. Fansilks !Wed

Today's Date
mm DD YY

Please circle the appropriate number or letter corresponding to your answer for
each item or else supply the requested information.

1. Please provide the last four digits of you social security number.
===?M/M,I.

2. Your name

(Last) (First)

3. S x
El Female
O Male

4. Birthday
MM DD YY

Race
American Indian

O Asian
O Black
10 Hispanic
CI white
El Other (sPecifY

6. Marital Status
El Married
Cl Not married

7. Parental Status
O No children
13 Have children



8. Please indicate the highest degree(s) you have earned and place the
appropriate discipline code(s) in the space following the degree.

Diodplino Code

O Associate
O Bachelors
O Masters

Doctorate

El Medical Doctor

01 Audiology
02 Education
03 Medicine
04 Music Therapy
05 Nuning

IMMO lee codes
06 Nutrition
07 Occupational TheraPy
08 Physical Education
09 Physical Therapy
10 Psychology

11 Rehabilitation
12 Social Work
13 Special Education
14 Speech/Language Pathology
15 Other (specify)

9. Please indicatt the degree wu are currently seeking and place the
appropriate discipline code in the space following the degree.

Disc* lin Code

O Associate
O Bachelors

O Masters
o Doctorate

O Medical Doctor

10. In which year of your graduate program or residency/internship are you?

11. Have you taken courses in the area of the family or been exposed to family
content in courses where the primary focus was not the family?

y e s no
If yes,

a. Number of courses in the area of the family
b. Number of courses where some family content was provided but was

not the primary focus
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12. Have you taken courses in the area of early childhood or been exposed to
early childhood content in courses where the primary focus was not the
young child?

yes no
If yes,

a. Number of courses in the area of early childhood
b. Number of courses wlure some early childhood content was provided

but was not the primary focus

13. Please indicate how many years of professional work experience you have
had.

Please list the types of professional work you have done:

Occupation Length of Employment lin. Workedti Yak

a.

14. How many years have you worked with handicapped children and their
families?

15. Please briefly describe any practicaiinternship experiences you have had
related to families or young children (ages 0 to 5).

Type of Setting Population Saved Length of Thu lin. Worked Alifeek

a.

16. Following completion of your present degree, what type of work would
you like to do (e.g., type of setting, population served)?

(Garner-McGraw, Mc William 8 Winton, 1990)
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ID #
Cast 4 digits o( SS #)
DATE:_j_j

Knowledge Test
Wor Idng with Families in Early Intervention:

An htAw&sciplinary Petspeedue

These questions are based on tlw objectives and readings you did for this course.
Please resporxi to each qtutstion to the best of your ability. With the exception of
short answer questions, please circle your response to each question. Thank you.

1. The mandates of P.L. 99-457 are the same for Part H (birth to 3
years) and Part B (3 to 5 Years).

2. North Carolina has passed state legislation mandating the early
intervention services to children and families guaranteed by
P.L. 99-457.

3. P.L. 99-457 mandates that an Individualized Family Service Plan
(IFSP) must be developed for each child eligible for
intervention services, both at the 0-3 age range and the 3-5
age range-

4. Please list and briefly describe three models of disciplinaty
teaming.
a.

5. Regardless of disciplinary training and background, most
professionals working in early intavention settings use the
same diagnostic measures and instruments when assessing
children.

T F

T F

T



6. Mr. & Mrs. Sanchez' new baby almost died from a life-
threatening illness that left the baby neurologically damaged.
When the baby cams honw after a lengthy hospital stay, the
Sanchez family refuses the help of the early intervention
team. They say they hope a miracle will cure their daughter
just as a miracle saved txtr from death. Choose the
interpretation of their approach to interwntion that would
be considered tlx most family focused: (circle one)

a. This is an example of denial.
b. This is a perceptual coping strategy.
c. This is a family with cognitive deficits.
d. This family needs a thorough psychiatric assessment.

7. Family values and traditions impact on the day to day routines of
the family. T F

8. An intervention approach that is successful with one family of a
given cultural background is quite likely to be successful
with other families of that cultural background. T F

The way a family defines a stressor event will influence their
adaptation to that event. T F

10. Research has indicated that intervention services provide the
greatest source of support to families of young children with
haixlicaps. T F

11. Basically all families of children with handicaps adapt to the
stressors associated with parenting a child with handicaps in
the same way. T F

12. An interventionist told a mother of a young handicapped child
that the mother would have to spend 20 minutes a day doing
physical therapy exercises with her child. This is an example
of family empowerment. T F

13. Parents of young children with handicaps who are mentally
retarded themselves should be excluded from the
empowering approach to hitervention described by Dunst,
Trivette, & Deal (1988). T F
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14.

15.

P.L. 99-457 states that family members are a part of the
multidisciplinary team.

An infant or toddler (unikr three years) cannot receive any early
intervention services until an LFSP has been completed and
placed in the child's file.

T

T

F

F

16. Regardless of the child's level or type of disability, families have
the right not to enroll the child in an early intervention
program. T F

17. Professional perspectives on the needs of young children with
handicaps lead to more functional goals being set than do
parental perspectives. T F

18. Child assessment should be shaped by the following: (circle one)
a. family priorities
b. informational needs of family
c. child characteristics
d. professional concerns
e. all of the above

19. Informed consent must be obtained from parents for any and
all assessment activities. T F

20. Part H of Public Law 99-457 and the proposed regulations do not
prescribe particular assessment formats or procedures. T F

21. An interventionist determined from demographic information
that a child's grandmother lived next door to the child's
family. The interventionist identified the grandmother as a
'family strength' on tim WSP document. In a sentence
please critique this approach.

22. You are an administrator reviewing IFSP's. You review one that
has only goals in which the child is the target. Can this 1FSP
be considered appropriate given P.L. 99-457? (Choose one
answer and please give a brief rationale for you choice).
a. yes (Rationale:
b. no (Rationale
c. cannot be determined from this information (Rationale:

23. P.L. 99-457 has mandated that WSPs must include a statement
of outcomes including the criteria, procedures and timelines
used to determine progress towards achieving them. T F



24. P.1. 99-457 states that professional decisions regarding IFSP
outcomes should override parental decisions when there is
team consensus that the parents' decisions are not in the
best interest of the child. T F

25. The intent of P.L. 99-457 is for all states and communities to use
T Fa standard IFSP format.

26. Research has docunwnted that communication is an art;
commtmication skills cannot be taught T F

27. Research has demonstrated that communication is primarily a
verbal activity. T F

28. Closed-aided questions are the most effective way of gathering
information from families because they provide more
specific informatice. T F

29. In P.L. 99457, it is stated which discipline should be responsible
for carrying out dm case manager's role in early
intervention. T F

30. Providing information and making referrals are considered to be
the most important roles for a case manager. T F

31. P.L. 99-457 states that a professional who feels best qualified to
be the case manager can designate themselves to function in
that role with an individual family. T F
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ID 1
(last 4 digits of SS 1)
DATE:_j_j

Participant Satisfaction
Working with Families in Early Intervention:

An InAbillecipilnery Perspective

Please answer the following questions by circling the response which best
represents your own opinion. If you have miditional comments you would like to
make, write them in the margins or on the back of the last page. Please be honest
in providing this feedback as it will be used in making revisions in the course
curriculum.

1. How useful were the topics covered 1 2 3 4 5
by the course (as outlimd in dm Not very Somewhat Very
course syllabus) in preparing
students to work with families?

2. How useful were the assigned 1 2 3 4 5
readings? Not at all Somewhat Very

3. How much time did it take to 1 2 3 4 5
complete assigned readings? Very little A Too

reasonable much
amount

4. How much time did it take to 1 2 3 4 5
complete homework assignments Very little A Too
or prepare for case discussion? reasonable much

amount

5. How useful was the information or 1 2 3 4 5
guidance provided by the Not at all Somewhat Very
instructor during class?

6. How useful were the class 1 2 3 4 5
discussions? Not at all Somewhat Very

7. How useful were the contributions to 1 2 3 4 5
discussions made by other Not at all Somewhat Very
students?

8. How comfortable did you feel 1 2 3 4 5
participating in class discussions? Not at all Somewhat Very
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9. How useful were the case examples 1 2 3 4 5
or case studies provided by the Not at all Somewhat Very
instructor in understanding the
course content?

10. How useful has it been to have 1 2 3 4 5
stuchmts from different disciplines Not at all Somewhat Very
together in du same class?

11. How well prepared would a student 1 2 3 4 5
taking this class be to work with Not at all Somewhat Very
families of very young children
with handicaps?

12. How useful was the individual 1 2 3 4 5
(videotaped) role-play to you as a Not at all Somewhat Very
learning experience in working
with families?

13. How useful do you think the 1 2 3 4 5
information and experiences from Not at all Somewhat Very
this class related to working with
professionals from other
disciplines (intenilschginaryi
teamwork) will be in your future
professional work?

14. How useful do you think the 1 2 3 4 5
information and experiences from Not at all Somewhat Very
class related to working with
families will be in rur future
professional work?

15. How similar were the ideas and 1 2 3 4 5
information presented in class on Not at all Somewhat Very
working with families to those you

. have emountered in other classes
or through practicumMternship
placements?

16. Would you recommend this class to 1 2 3 4 5
other students in your Definitely Uncertain Defi-
departmental training program? not nitely
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17. How interested would you be in
taking additional course work on
working with eunilies (follow-up to
this course)?

If interested, what content would you
like to see included in follow-up
course work?

1

Not at all
2 3

Somewhat
5

Very

18. How interested are you in pursuing a
career in early intervention?

19. What aspect(s) of this course have you
(Use back of page if necessary).

1

Not at all

found to be

2 3 4 5
Somewhat Very

most beneficial to you?

20. What changes, if any, do you think need to be made in conducting this course?
(Use back of page if necessary).

(Mc William, P. J., 1990)
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Issues in Early Intervention

We would like you to share your opinions about issues in early intervention. Please
circle the response which best reflects your opinion.

1. I have some concern about whether the early
intervention legislation (P.L. 99457) will actually
work for the benefit of children with special
needs.

2. Interventionists are more likely to be realistic
about a child with special needs than are the
parents.

3. I believe it is OK for a family to take a break
f70111 therapy even if I think that the child's
progress may suffer.

4. Parents are as capable as interventionists in
identifying needs of their child.

5. The most appropriate time to include Amities in
setting priorities for treatment is in the post
assessment period when we know something
about the child's abilities.

6. To be the most effective, therapy needs to occur
with a caregiver in the room.

7. Families should help determine the nature of the
assessment

S. Information about available services should be
provided to parents before establishing goals.

9. Interventionists should focus their attention on
teaching mothers information about caring for
their children.

10. If a family does not follow through on
recommended activities, the interventionist
should explain their importance and make
suggestions that would help them follow the
recommendations.

SA = Strongly Agree
A 2. Agree
U Uncertain

= Disagree
SD = strongly Disagree

SA A U D SD

SA A U

SA A U D SD

SA A U DSD

SA A U D SD

SA A U D SD

M A U D

SA A U SD

SA A U D

SA A U DSD
11. In setting priorities, the interventionist should

adhere to what sitse thinks is best for the child
even if the family requests alternative priorities. SA A U D St)
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12. During the first few months after a family learns
of their child's disability, it is not realistic to
expect them to be involved in planning sendces.

13. Families do not have adequate information to deal
with setting gods until they hear about evaluation
results.

14. Using parent input kir settim goals might
compromise the quality of intervention sevices.

15. It is hard for families to be realistic about the
infanrs abilities when s/he has developmental
delays.

16. Parents are in the best position to daide which
disciplines should provide services for their
child's needs.

17. Parents need help to communicate effectively
with their child who has special needs.

18. The child's treatment needs should be identified
before asking the parent's priorities.

19. Families have difficulty knowing what goals are
important until they are informed about an
agency's services.

20, My experienceo as a family member help me
appreciate haw other families function.

21. In setting priorities the intermtionist should act
as the child's advocate and be sure the parents
understand Ow interventionist's reasons for
prioritising goals as slhe has.

22. Family involvement in goal setting is not realistic
during the first few months after the family
learns about their child% handicap.

23. Families need professional input to be realistic
about the abilities of their child with special
needs.

24. When attendance is a problem the first thing an
interventionist should stress is the importance of
early treatment.

(Hurnphry, R., & Geissinger, S., 1990)
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#
(last 4 digits of SS 4)
DATELJ____

The Interdisdplinaty Team in Early Intervention

Assessment and intervention services for handicapped infants and their families are
typically provided by an interdisaplinary team. Team numbers represent a variety
of professional disciplines (e.g., special educatim, speech and language pathology,
social work, nursing, occupational therapy, nutrition, psychology, physical therapy,
audiology, pediatrics/medicine). Each member of the team contributes his or her
discipline-specific knowledge and skills in providing early intervention services.
Interdisciplinary teams vary in their amposition; usually ranging from three to
seven members. In &kill:Ion, team members may work within the same buil& g or
may be dispersed across several locations or agencies. Finally, early intervention
teams may differ in terms of the population they serve (e.g., type or severity of
handicap of children) or the primary function of their services (e.g., assessment,
intervention, home-based, classroom-based).

Part I. Instructions: Listed below are 29 statements about interdisciplinary teams in general.

Please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with each statement using the code

provided below, Please provide a response to each statement and only circle one code per
statement

1. Each team member should be fully aware of the
assessment and intervention activities conducted by

SD= Strongly Disagree
Dia Disagree
Ihm Neither Agree nor Disagree
A.3 Agra:
SA., Strongly Agree

other team members with a child and family. D U A SA

2. When conflicts arise am* team members, it is best to
ignore them. D U A SA

3. Professionals can learn a great deal from team members
outside of their own discipline. SID U A SA

4. Involvement of all tarn members in planning and
decision-making is an inefficient use of professional
time. SDDU ASA

5. The needs of the team should determine the role a
p.3fessional takes; not the professional discipline :).
that team member. SD D U A SA

Some professional disciplines have more to contribute to
the early intervention team than others. S. D U A SA



7. Professionals should actively encourage other team
members to give feedback on ttw assessment and
intervention plans they devek, for a child aml family

SD. Strongly Disagree
D. Disagree
113,1 Neither Agree nor Disagree
A= Agree

SA. Strongly Agree

before decisions are made. SD D U A SA

8. Frequent communication among team members is not
necessary for providirql good services to a child and
family. SDDU ASA

Professionals should share new knowledge and skills (e.g.,
from .Rrurnals or workshops) with other members of
dm team. 3)DU ASA

10. Team members should not be involved in deciAons
reputing child or family issues for which they did mit
receive specific prdessional training. SDDU ASA

11. The role of a profesrional may change considerably when
assigned to a different team. U A 6A

12. The suggestions of scum team members are more
invortant than those of others. D U A SA

13. All team members should hold a common belief or
philosophy about the goals of services to children and
families. SD D U A SA

14. When developing an intervention plan for a child or
family, asking the opinions of team members outside
your own discipline is an effective use of everyone's
time. MDU ASA

15. Professirmals should share their discipline-specific skills
and knowledge with other team members. 9:10 D U A SA

16. The role of each team member should be clearly defined
and consistent over time. D U A SA

17. Getting to know other team members on a personal basis is
helpful to the smooth operation of the team. D U A SA

18. Professionals should concentrate on acquiring new skills
and knowledge within their own discipline and not
cross over into others. MIDU ASA

19. Decisions or plans arrived at through team consensus are
superior to those arrived at by individual team
members. D U A SA

20. The professional discipline of a team member should
define his or her role on the team. D U A SA
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21.

SD= Strongly Disagree
D. Disagree
U. Neither Agree nor Disagree
A. Agree
SA. Strongly Agree

Professionals are responsible for providing support and
encouragement to otiur team members. D U A SA

22. Pmfessionals do not need the input or approval of other
team menthers in planniv assessments or
interventions related to their own discipline. D U A SA

23. Each team mother should have as much decision-making
power as any other member. SD D U A SA

24. Discussions of turn members' feelings about how well the
group is working together are a waste of time. SD D U A SA

25. It is important for all team members to empress their
opinions before a final decision is made. SDDU ASA

26. Professionals should ensure that skills related to their
discipline are not used by team members trained in
other disciplines. SD D U A SA

27. The contrilmtions of all professional disciplines on a team
should cany equal weight. SD D U A SA

23. Team members should restrict their activities with children
and families to those related to their discipline-specific
professional training. D U A SA

29. Team members need to like each other in order to be able
to work together effectively. D U A SA

Part II. Instnictioass Suppose you are developing an early intervention program for handicapped
infants and their families. The program is designed to provide both assessment and home-based
intervention services. Using the list below, indicate your priorities for the staffing of your new
program. Put a '11" beside the professional discipline you think is most necessary for the program
(i.e., early intervention tam). Place a T beside the discipline which is the nat most important,
and so on until you have ranked all ten disciplines according to your own priorides.

...Fmlompple

4411./414141.4404.

.1111....1,1*M

.././.

(McWilliam, P.J.,1990)

Special Education
Speech and Language Pathology
Occupational Therapy
Nursing
Nutrition
Psychology
Social Work
Pediatrics/Medicine
Audiology
Physical Therapy
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Appendix A

Outline of Core Competendu for
Working with Families in Early Intentention

Five major functions perfornwd across disciplines are ickntified and separated into
general competamies. Specific conceitual (knowledge), perceptual (attitude) and
behavioral (practice) skills are described in the form of instructional objectives
and are li. d untker each competency.

These competencies were del lved from the following sources:

1. Current literature (Bailey & Simionuon, 1988; Dunst, Trivette & Deal, 1988;
Johnson, McGonigel, & 1Caufman, 198; Turnbull & Turnbull, 1986) defining
*best practice° in working with fan titles in early intervention.

2. A prioritization of content areas for inclusion in the preservice families
curriculum by faculty and students who pilot-tested the curriculum on the UNC
campus.

3. An inservice curriculum on family-focused intervention pilot-tested in North
Carolina, Maine and Louisiana.
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Itkior Functions ami Related Competencies

I. Developing a Philosophical Framework
A. Incorporating an ecologkal apiroach
B. Incorporating a family systems approach
C. Incorporating an =powering approach

II. Collaborating with Other Professionals
A. Incorporating an interdisciplinary approach to intervention
B. Establishing a collaborative relationship with professional team members

III. Gathering Family Information
A. Dewloping an assessment plan
B. Identifying families' resources, priorities and concerns

IV. Planning Intervention with Families
A. Ickntifying families' aipirations, hopes and outcomes
B. Ident*ing altesnative strategies and csiteria for accomplishing outcomes
C. Working as part of team in developing a written plan which integrates

assessment and goal-setting information (IFS?)

V. Implementation
A. Providing, monitoring and evaluating direct services identified in IFSP
B. Coordinating with other professionals or agencies who might provide services

as.needed
C. Mobilizing existing social supports as needed
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Specific SA* Related to Competencies

I. Developing a Philosophical Framework
A. Incorporating an ecological approach

1. Conceptual
a. Demonstrate knowledge of an ecosystemic paradigm as a way of

understanding "at risk' children, families ami the role of early intetvention
b. Describe the mandates and intett of PL. 99-457 and related legislation

in to parental rights and responsibilities related to early intervention
2. Perce

a. Espouse the belief that families should be able to participate as equal
partners in the planning of goals and services

3. Behavioral
a. Demonstrate the ability to individualise working with families,

dependit* upon each family's unique Ablation.
b. Demonstrate strategies that allow families to exercise their legal rights

of equal partnership, if dm want

B. Incorporating a family systems approach
I. Conceptual

a. Demonstrate knowledge of three key components of family systems
theory (subsystems, boundaries and hierarchies) and their implications for
intervention with families

b. Dacribe one's own cultural values and how these might affect your
work with families

2. Perceptual
a. Espouse the attitude or belief that the young child is best understood

in the context of the whole family, and that change or intetvention directed
at one family member affects evety other member

b. Recognise that evety family has strengths, resources, and capabilities
3. Behavioral

a. Make efforts to bling the whole family together and explain the
rationale for eliciting the support of all relevant family members in the
intervention process

b. Demonstrate the ability to adapt intervention practices to fit the
cultural context of different families

C. Incorporating an empowering approach
I. Conceptual

a. Define "o4eds-based" and "service-based" approaches to intervention
and explain the differences between the two

2. Perceptual
a. Espouse the attitude or belief that effective intervention begins with

how families define their situation rather than with a presentation of services
available

3. Behavioral
a. Demonstrate the ability to listen to how families define their situation

and the events related to their nandlcapped child.

II. Collaborating with Other Prokssionals
A. Incorporating an interdisciplinary approach to intervention

1. CoLceptual
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a. Describe briefly tim major roles in early intervention of the following
disdpHnes: nursir*, physical therm, occupational therapy, speech,
pediatrics, audioloer, nutrition, special education, psychology

b. Describe marulates and intant of P.L. 99-457 and subsequent state
laws as they affect interagency collaboration at the state aml local levels

2. Perceptual
a. Espouse the belief that early intervention is not the work of a single

discipline but must be conducted in an interdisciplinary context in order to be
effective

b. Recognise that service delivery systems are often fragmented arwl
uncoordinated; mad% %toys to coordinate services at local, regional and
state levels will improve services for children and families

3. Behavioral
a. Demonstrate dur ability to seek out specialised knowledge amd imt as a

resource in coordinating with other professionals, as needed, in developing
and implementing an intervention ',Ian according to family preference

b. Identify and meet with professiomds from all agencies and proorams
in your local community relevant to early intervention to identify key
issues associated with coordinating services and to &nylon a plan for
addressing those issues

B. Establishing a collaborative relationship with professional team members
1. Conceptual

a. Describe the dimensions of effective teams and the dynamics of team
interaction, including decision-maidng, communication and conflict
resolution

2. Perceptual
a. Espouse the belief that one's own leadership and membership styles

affect team dynamics
3. Behavioral

a. Analyse your role and the roles of others who are members of a team;
develop a plan with other team members focusing on how the team could
Income more effective

III. Gathering Family Information
A. Developing an assessment plan

1. Conceptual
a. Describe a stvategy for involving families in the development of an

assessment plan
2. Perceptual

a. Espouse the belief that families should be able to determine the level
and extent of their involvement in planning assessments

3. Behavioral
a. Demonstrate the ability to determine the followimg in collaboration

with the family: the famry's role in assessment, the context for assessment,
the major target areas for assessment, and who will be involved in the
assessment

B. Identifying families' resources, priorities and concerns
1. Conceptual

a. Identify at least twv strategies or means of identifying family resources, priorities
and concerns

b. Provide a definition of family "strengths" that is "free" of cultural and
ethnic bias

2. Perceptual
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a. Espouse the belief that intervention Ants should start with the
family's definition of what is important

b. Recognin that personal velum; and biases affect definitions of
strengths

3. Behavioral
a. Demme:rate the effective identification of family needs, PerVectives

and stretuitits and link that information with child and family outcomes in
developi% an interventim plan

b. Demonettate the ability to accept the way it family defines events
without making judgments and providing unsolicited advice

IV. Planning Intervention with Families
A. Identifying families' aspirations, hopes and outcomes

1. Conceitual
a. Demonetrate knowledge of the issues associated with collaboratively

etabltshing outcomes with families
b. Identify questioning sidlls related to effectively pnerating family

outcomes, alternative strategies br achieving outcomes and criteria for
necess

2. Perceptual
a. Espouse the belief that early intervention outcomes generated by

families are more likely to be effectively achieved by families than
outcomes gerwrated by professionals

b. Espouse tfw belief that all families, regardless of cultural or SES
background, have resources which might be effective in achieving outcomes
and that the use of certain questioning skills is an effective strategy for
identifying family outcomes

3. Behavioral
a. Engage families in the process of collaboratively generating a set of

intervention outcomes
b. Demonstrate the use of questioning skills in order to collaboratively

generate a set of intervention outcomes

B. Idatifying alternative strategies and criteria for accomplishing outcomes
1. ConCepttiai

a. Denumstrate knowledge of the range of community services and
resources related to families and young handicapped children and the variety
of ways services are financed

2. Perceptual
a. Recognise the importance of providing families with unbiased, clear,

and pnwtical information about the availability, accessibility and
affordability of agencies and resources that match their needs and might
help them achieve identified outcomes

3. Behavioral
a. Provide families with information about community serVict.% that

match identified needs, when existing resources are deemed inadequate, and
might provide acceptable alternatives for achieving outcomes

C. Working as part of team in developing a written plan which integrates
assessment and gal-setting information (IFSP)

1. Conceptual
a. Demonstrate knowledge of the key components of the IISP process

and a format for writing an IFSP that meets the criteria set forth in Pi 99-
457
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b. Demonstrate knowledge of the criteria for IFSP review and
reassessment

2. Perceptual
a. Recognize that the pmcess of generating an IFSP document is more

important than the written document; therefore, there are a variety of
formats which might be amptable

b. Recognize that the IFSP is a living document', which will be
continually revised as needs and outcomes become clarified, revised and or
made more evident over time

3. Behavioral
a. Develop and write an IFSP in collaboration with a family
b. Revise an wsP in collaboration with a family

V. Implementation
A. Providing, monitoring & evaluating direct services identified in 1FSP

1. Conceptual
a. Demonstrate knowledge of the basic competencies associated with

your discipline and the ,elated semi= that might be provided to young
children with disabili . ds and their families and strategies for monitoring
effectiveness in terms of achieving outcomes

2. Perceptual
a. Exognize the importance of providing services according to "best

practice" definitions of your discipline and monitoring the effectiveness of
direct services provided

3. Behavioral
a. Provide direct services as identified in IFSP and conduct a review of

progress with the family at least every 90 days

B. Coordinating with other professionals or agencies who might provide services
as needed

1. Conczptual
a. Demonstrate knowledge of the basic competencies associated with

models of service coordination
2. Perceptual

a. Recognize the importance of assisting families in the process of linking
themselves and their children with service providers and coordinating
services

3. Behavioral
a. Demonstrate the ability to help families link themselves with services

identified in the IFSP and coordinating those services

C. Mobilizing existing social supports as needed
1. Conceptual

a. Demonstrate knowledge of a social systems approach to intervention
in which family independence vs. dependence on professionals is promoted

2. Perceptual
a. Recognize the importance of using existing support systems in

achieving outcomes whenever possible as a means of promoting competence
and independence in families

3. Behavioral
a. Help family members to mobilize exten al resources and to influence

them to be constructive
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Appendix B

VignetteThe Made Family

Lita was born at 28 weeks gestation to Mark and Dee Mack. Lita was the Macks'
second child. Ha older brother, Jeremy, was two years old when she was born. The
Macke live in south central Wisconsin in a rural community about forty minutes
from the medical center where Lita was born.

Lita's early life was spent in an isolette in the NICU. Lita was diagnosed as having
Bronchopulmonary Dysplasia and a small ventricular septal defect. She spent four
months in the hospital and was discharged while she was still on oxygen and an
apnea monitor and still fed with a naso-gastric tube. Shortly after Lita was
discharged, she was referred to the Linking Infants and Families Together (LIFT)
project and was seen by an infant specialist.

One of the Macke major concerns was Lita's inability to sustain nourishment. Her
feeding problems and frequent vomiting bouts resulted in very poor growth. Lita
was frequently hospitalized-trips to the medical center became an almost weekly
routine. Dee was left with no time alone and little time to spend with Jeremy.

The Mocks were fortunate to have Project LIM an early intervention program, in
their community.

[Reprinted with permission of NEC*TAS and ACCH from Johnson, B., McGonigel, M., &
Kaufmar, R. (Eds.). (1989). Guidelines and recornmeded practices for the individualized family
service plan (p. 21). Washington, DC: Association for the Care of Children's Health]
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Appendix C

The Crowder Family

Theresa and Michael Crowder and their three children, Julie, 16; Roger, 7; and
Mary, 21 months, live in metropolitan Boston. Mrs. Crowder has AIDS Related
Complex (ARC) and her youngest child, Mary, who was HW positive at birth, has
recently been diagnosed with ARC as well. Mrs. Crowder and her husband are
separated, and Mrs. Crowder receives AFCD. Mrs. Crowder, Julie, and Mary live in a
large subsidized apartment complex.

Mrs. Crowder and her sister Yvonne are very close, and Yvonne is a strong and
consistent support to Mrs. Crowder and her children. As Mrs. Crowdex's disease has
progressed, Yvonne has helped out by having Roger live with her family. Yvonne
and her husband run a small grocery store in a nearby neighborhood. They have a
son a year older than Roger, and the boys are good friends. Whenever Mrs. Crowder
is hospitalized for ARC treatment, Yvonne also cares for Julie and Mary in her home.

Mrs. and Mr. Crowder have lived separately for the last year. Theresa is
struggling to control her drug addiction. Because Mr. Crowder is an active drug user,
Mrs. Crowder wants to live apart from him. She has entered Methadone treatment
programs several times in the past two years.

Mrs. Crowder and Yvonne come from a large Italian family. Their parents are
dead, but they have four brothers who live in the "little Italy" section of the city
where Yvonne and her family live. These brothers operate a thriving olive oil
import business. Yvonne has remained close to her brothers, but Theresa Crowder
has been estranged from them for many years. Theresa was always the "rebel" of
the family. She was the only one of her siblings who went to college, although she
only attended for one year on a music scholarship. It was there that she met Mr.
Crowder. When she married Mr. Crowder, who is not Catholic or Italian, her
relationship with her family, except for Yvonne, was severed. In fact, her brothers
still say "M3rna" died of a broken heart over what became of Theresa.

Yvonne has been very supportive of Mrs. Crowder's efforts to manage her
addiction, but Yvonne becomes angry with her sister when she quits treatment.
Yvonne, who has very strong religious beliefs, is impatient of Mrs. Crowder's drug
dependence. Because she counts on Yvonne for support, Mrs. Crowder has recently
promised her sister to recommit to a treatment program. She knows it will be a
struggle, but her relationship with Yvonne is very important to her.

Mrs. Crowder's health has begun to fail in the past six months. She battles
minor infections and bouts of overwhelming fatigue. Because of her own physical
needs, Mrs. Crowder often feels overwhelmed by the demands of her toddler, Mary.
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Julie has always been a big help to Mrs. Crowder in taking care of Mary.
However, she is starting to have problems of her own now. Always a good struient,
her last report card was terrible. She seems glum and moody at home and is
spending more time elsewhere. Mrs. Crowder had ahvays hoped Julie could go to
college on a scholarship, but now she is worried that Julie's last report card will ruin
her chances.

Although Mrs. Crowder is anxious for Mary to be with other children, she lacks
the stamina to take her to ttw playground or to get together with otlwr mothers and
children. She is also very concerned about her neighbors discovering that she and
Mary are HIV positive. Mrs. Crowbar is very guarded about this medical information
and has told no one outside her immediate family. Although she feels very alone,
she is frightened of people learning about her disease.

Mary's health is poor. She has chronic diarrhu and recurrent ear infections. Mrs.
Crowder says Mary is irritable arxl hard to comfort. Mary is also quite small for her
age, and Mrs. Crowder worries about her daughter's ability to fight infection. Mrs.
Crowder mentions mealtimes as particularly stressful for the family. Mary is a fussy
eater, often refusing what is offered, and throwing her food on the floor. Mrs.
Crowder says that she sometimes feels angry at the baby fer making such a mess.
Usually, though, she just feels tired at the thought of cleaning it up and is anxious
for Mary to become a better eater and get stronger.

[Adapted with permission of NEC*TAS and ACCH from Johnson, B., McGonigel, M., &
Kaufman, R. (Eds.). (1991). Guidelines and recommended practices for the individualized family
service plan (2nd ed.) (p. 20). Bethesda, MD: Association for the Care of Children's Health.]
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Case Vignette Activity

1. Diagram the Crowder family's internal and external structure using a genogram
and ecomap.

2. In making this diagram, did you feel there is additional information about this
family's structure that you would want to collect in order to plan intervention? If
yes, please describe what this information is.



3. List three concepts related to family systems theory which you think would be
relevant to consider if you were working with this family in an intervention
situation. Descrthe these concepts and give a brief rationale for why you think
they are relevant.

4. Describe in writing what strategies you would use to collect information related to
these concepts and give a brief rationale for why you ;elected these strategies.
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Appendix D

Reflecting Feclings Exeitise

#1

M: I try, honestly, to do the physical therapy exercises, but I don't get anywhere.
Working hard doesn't seem to make any difference; he's still so far behind.

k I guess you're depressed.
[Instructor's Note-Don't waiter:wet)

1: You sound frustrated.

#2

M: What can I do? I don't know anything about babies with problems. I know I
should do something, but I don't know what.

k You sound as if you've given up all hope.
[Instructor's Note-By saying she should do something, Mother has indicated that
she hasn't given up all hope . . . she's confused]

k It's hard to know which way to turn.

#3

M: (Showing interviewer a snapshot of her son) You should have seen him at his
party. He was really something . . sitting up like a big boy with all of the other
children.

k That's cute. But don't get your hopes up. You know he's not always going to
be able to participate with normal kids.
[Instructor's Note-This is advice.]

k That's cute. You really enjoyed seeing him have so much fun.
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#4

Ph (Mother has her head down, speaking in a low tone of voice) I was going out of
town, but now my mother-in-law is coming for the weekend.

b (looking for some papers in her lap) It sounds as if that will be just as
enj oyable.
[Instructor's Note-Not only attend to what is sag but kw it is said]

L You don't look too happy about that.

#5

M: Jesse is going to be el, aluated at the clinic next week. I'm eager to find out more
about his condition, but I know it's going to be a long, hard day.

b It's really going to be great to get more information about Jesse.
(Instructor's Note4mportant to refled both messages conveyed in a mired
message. Also to try and better understand exactly the nature of her concerns
retied in question form.]

b You're looking forward to getting more information, but you're anxious
about the long evaluation process?

#6

M: (Said with tears hi her eyes) I'm really glad Jason has gotten into the
developmental center

L (looking briefly at her notes) Oh. I know you're happy about that.
[Instructor's Note-Note verbal and nonverbal behavior.]

L You say you're glad, but you look kind of sad too.

#7

M: (Fidgeting, looking anxious, biting nails, etc. and not talking)

L Surely, it can't be that difficult to talk about this; I can't help you unless you
talk.
[Instructor's NoteImportant to use silence to encourage discussion of difficult
&sues and respect someone's discomfort in continuing.]

L (Silence) You seem uncomfortable going on with this discussion?
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Appendix E

Scripted Rohm lay of Qinstioning Skills

Linear Questioning
Intetventionist: What needs do you have as a family?

Father We need help getting Johnny to eat right.

Interventionist: Who feeds Johnny?

Father: My wife.

Interventionist: What kinds of problems do you have with feedings?

Mother: Getting him to feed himself.

Intetventionisb Are you using foods that he can easily pick up?

Mother: Yes.

Interventionist: Have you had this problem evaluated?

Mother: Eraluated? Well, I've talked to the pediatrician, he said Johnny
gaining weight so it wasn't that serious. Anyway he set up

an appointment with a nutritionist who works at his office.
She told me some things to try, but none of them seemed
to work.

Interventionisb Why do you think they didn't work?

Mother: I don't know.
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Ch.= kr Questioning
Interventionist How are things going at home right now with Johnny?

Father: Pretty well . . we have our ups and downs. Right now a big
problem is getting him fed.

Interventbnist Could you tell me a little bit about what feeding him is like?

Fatium Well, it's a mess. We're trying to get him to feed himself, but
that's not working. And when she feeds him, she can't tell
what's going in.

Interventionist Sounds difficult (to the mother) . . . who all has been involved
in feeding Johnny?

Mother: Just me really. He's (nodding towards Dad) given up . . says he
can't do it

Interventionist (To Dad) What happens when you've tried?

Father She usually starts telling me what I'm doing wrong, and she's
right I can't get anywhere with him.

Interventionist: How do you react to that?

Father: Well, I just tum it over to her . .

Mother: You mean you just leave . .

Father: Well, it all gets so chaotic, I do get the urge to just get out of
here.

111

Interventionist What else is going on that makes it chaotic?

Mother: The other kids are hungry, and they start asking for snacks and
getting into things and that gets me upset.

Interventionist Have you gotten any advice on this that has been helpful?

Mother: Not really. I've talked to my pediatrician about it and he says it's
not a real problem because Johnny is gaining weight He
sent me to a nutritionist. She had lots of advice, but none of
it seemed to work (sounding discouraged).

Interventionist You sound pretty discouraged.

Mother: I am
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Intaventionist If things could be different during Johnny's feeding time, what
would be the thing that would make the biggest difference?

Mother: Um (thinking)-4 guess if I had some peace and quiet
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tenni You 1 yo

Mother I do, but he says he can't take the yelling.

Interventbnist (To Dad) Could you try and help out . . maybe you could help
with the other kids?

Father When I try to help, everything I do is wrong.

Mother: That's because you just let the kids eat anything they want and
it spoils their dinner.

Interventionist (To Mom) Can you fix the kids a snack earlier so they won't
bug you while you're feeding Johnny?

Mother. They say they're not hungry earlier and don't want anything.

Interventionist This sounds like a problem you two need to work on. I could
make a referral to our psychologist on our team.

[This example illustrates how ineffective the interventionist is when he/ihe tried
to generate goals, based on what he/she thought ought to happen.]
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Refkutive intsthwin
Interventkmist: o mg to w you e

could be some peace and quiet, what is different about the
times when there is peace and quiet?

Mother: Urn hum...it has been so longI guess I can't remember what
was different except that Johnny wasn't born.

Interven4onist What will it take to get some peace and quiet at mealtime now?

Mother: A miracle and that's not going to happen.

Interventionist If things continue like they are now when you're hying to feed
Johnny, what do you think might happen?

Mother: I don't know...I might go crazy...rim not seeing any improve-
ment in the way things are and it really is getting me down.

Intaventionist (To Mom) If you were to share with him (nodding to Dad) how
down you are about this situation, what do you think he
might think or do?

Mother: I don't know.

Interventionist (To Dad) What do you think you might think or do?

Father: Well, I guess I didn't realize how upset she was . . . I guess I
would try to figure out how I could help.

Interventionist (To Dad) Will that be hard to do?

Father: Yes, because in the past I've never done it right.

Interventionist (To Mom) Can you think of ways that he has helped and gotten
it right?

Mother: (pause) Um...well, yes... a couple of times on a nice day he has
taken the kids outside when he gets home from work. That
gives me a chance to concentrate on Johnny without them
badgering me. (Pause). If he could help in that way more
often, I think it would make a difference.

Intementionist: What do you think of what she said... how do you think that
will work?

Father: I think it might work, if you Yids won't bug me for snacks.

Interventionist What do you kids think?
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Appendix F

Open-ended Questions to Elicit Informat!on on
Family Resources, Notifies and Concerns

Domains of Inlays*
OPENING QUESTION:
Finding out where family wants to

focus (addressed to each family
member in turn so each has a
chance to respond)

Quesemin
"How are things going with Jeremy?"

Understanding family's perspective on "What kinds of things does Jeremy
child enjoy doing?"

Understanding family's definition of
child's delay or disability

"What have you been told about
Jeremy's (hearing, vision, motor,
etc.using words of family
members)?"

"How does this fit with what you
know and believe about Jeremy?"

"What else do you know about
(Jeremy's identified disability)?"

"In what ways has this information
been helpful? or not helpful?"

"What do you think Jeremy needs
help with, if anything?"

"What kinds of things have you tried
that worked? that didn't work?"



Understanding family's infonr.L and "What kinds of advice have you been
formal support system given?"

Understanding family ecolozt
surrounding events of importance
to family members

Focusing on solution development

"Whose advice has been helpful? not
helpful?"

"What happens in a crisis?" (If crises
have been described as happening
in the past)

"What is a typical day like?" (or if
family has identified a Articular
event that tIwy want to focus on,
asking what a typical mealtime,
trip to the park, etc, is like.)

"Can you think of a time that (the
eventmealtime, trip to the park,
etc.) wait well or worked the way
you wanted it to? What was
happening that made it work?"

"Who or what was helpful? Whe or
what was not helpful?"

Understanding critical events that "What other things are going on now
aren't directly related to child that are important to you?"
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Appendix G

Open-ended Questions for Generating Family Outcomes

Domains of Mere*
g 7y priorities or you were to ocus your energies on

outcomes one thing for Betsy, what would it
be?"

Specifying outcomes

"If you could change one thing about
(event of importance), what would
that be?"

"Imagine 6 months down the road,
what would you like to be different
in terms of (event or area of
importance)? Are there some
things that you would like to be
the sainc?"

"What would you like to accomplish in
6 weeks? 6 months?"

Generating solutions or strategies for "Can you think of a time that (the
achieving outcomes that fit family eventmealtime, trip to the park,
values etc.) went well or worked the way

you wanted it to? What was
happening that made it work?"

"What are some ways of getting to
where you want to go?"

"Who all would need to be involved in
getting done what you want to do?"

"What would each of you need to do in
order to accomplish what you
want?"
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Identifying criteria for success and "How will you know when you've
monitoring progress dore what you want to dor

"How will you know when Betsy has
made progress in the ways you
described?"

Setting timelines "How long do you think it will take to
get to where you want to go?"
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Appendix H

Family Interview Activity

Preparing for tbe role play
In your packet, you will find the description of two different families (The Benson
Family and The Hatcher Family) told from the perspective of either a parent or a
professional. The role play activity has been structured in the following way:

1. You have been divided into small groups of three. Each small group
will have the opportunity to participate in three brief role plays,
each based on one of the Lwo families. Each participant will have a
chance to play all of the following roles: parent, professional and
observer.

2. Your role in each of the brief role plays will be determined by the
information in your packet For instance, if you have a description
of the Benson family from the perspective of the parent, you
would play the role of the parent in the Benson Family role play. If
you have a description of the Hatcher family from the perspective
of the professional, you would play that role in the Hatcher Family
role play. If you have a sheet marked observer for a particular
family, that is the role you would play in the third role play.

3. This activity will be videotaped. After the three role plays have been
conducted, your small group will have an opportunity to look at
the videotape and discuss each role play in turn with the person in
the observer role serving as the facilitator for that particular role
play. The Family Interview Rating Scale that is included in this
packet can be used as a vehicle for self-assessment and feedback.

4. Each brief family role play will take approximately 10 minutes,
with additional time needed for viewing the videotape and
discussion. The total amount of group time allotted, therefore,
should be 1 1/2 hours.

5. To prepare for this activity you should read thoroughly the readings
for Module 10 and should carefully read the Information hi this
packet. Because you will be playing several different roles, it is
important to familiarize yourselves with the family stories In
alvance.
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PartIchating In the role Oky
Imagine that the meetings described in the family vignettes are taking place.
Imagine yourselves in the roles you are playing and try to stay in character with
both verbal and nonverbal communications. The observer should remain
unobtrusive and observant. The observer has a list of the characters in each
vignette. A brief look at this list before the start of the role play may be helpful tor
everyone. Each role play segment shou" d last about 10 minutes.

Self-usessmeat sad pur feedback
At the end of the three segnunts, the group should watch the videotape. The
Family Interview Rating Scale has been prcwided with this activity as a mechanism
for self-assessment and feedback. A decision about how to I.Ase the rating scale needs
to be made in advance. Options includc

1. having each person in the group independently rate the
interviewer in each vignette using the rating scale and use the
ratings as a starting point for discussion;

2. having the person in the role of interviewer rate him/herself and
use this information for discussion;

3. use the scales for discussion but do not actually rate anyone. In
addition, the following questions might be addressed:

To the participants in the parent roles:

"As the parent in the vignette, what was the major
issue/concern on your mind at the start of the
interview?"

"Did this get brought out during the interviews?"

To both professional and parent

"What happened that facilitated this information coming
out?"

"Were there things that hindered the communication
process?"

"What happened that you did not expect, and what
happened that you did expect?"

"What did you learn that can be generalized to your
future work as a professional?"

The observer in each group should facilitate the discussion. The emphasis should be
on positive and constructive feedback.
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Personal reactions to the role play
Please submit a short I or 2 page paper summarizing your reactions to this activity.
Please use the questions above to structure your comments. In addition, please
share any other relevant information.
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OBSERVER
"A Frustrating Situation"

The Benson Family

Eallx_intawntianik Laura/Lauren Sellers

taunts Susan & Ben Benson

Chi lam: An* age 14 Years
Leslie, age 22 months

The role play vignette takes place between Laura/Lauren Sellers and Susan Benson.
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"A Frustrating Situation"

The Boum Family

The Professionars Vkw (Laura/Janne Se IWO)
You feel angry and frustrated every time you think about the Benson family. Three
times this month Susan Benson has missed appointments that were scheduled; two
of those times you were simply stood up. It is simply impossible to do home
intervention with families like the Bensons. What is particularly frustrating in the
Benson case is that it is hard to figure out why things are going so wrong. With some
families you just know from the beginning that there will be difficulties; but the
Bensons seemed like the type of family with whom you usually have success. Susan
and her husband Ben are in their mid-30's; they Ihte in a modest but comfortable
home in a middle-class twighborhood with their teenage daughter Amy and their 22-
month old daughter, Leslie. Leslie was diagnosed with moderate cerebral palsy
when she was 14 months old.

The Bensons were referred to the home-based intervention program with
which you are affiliated by their pediatrician. They were cooperative throughout the
evaluation process and seemed in every way to want to follow througii with the
recommendatims to work with you on a weekly basis on home programming for
Leslie. This seemed to be going well for the first several months, although Susan
Benson was not always consistent with the record-keeping and progress reports that
you asked her to keep. The problems really began about two months ago, when for
one reason or another Susan cancelled several of the weekly appointments; but
simply to NOT be home for two weeks in a row was really inexcusable. Doesn't she
realize how busy you are, and how many other children desperately need the kind
of help ycni are trying to provide to Leslie? What is really hard to understand is how
the Bensons can neglect Leslie in this way. You know she is not getting the home
therapy she needs, and you know what that will mean down the line. You have
gently explained this to Susan, and she seems to comprehend the importance of
consistent physical therapy. You really don't understand how someone like Susan
Benson can act so irresponsgily.

After Susan Benson missed the last appointment, you decided to call their
pediatrician and report their failure to follow through with the referral. You spoke
with the nurse practitioner at the office who said she would call Susan Benson in
order to check on Leslie. She said perhaps she could find out why the Bensons were
not cooperating. You haven't heard back from the nurse and frankly don't expect to
find out much from her. You know that Susan Benson can come up with plenty of
excuses ever the phone for why she is not doing what she is supposed to do.

You recently attended a professional workshop which raised some nagging
questions in your mind about the Bensons. You dermitely did not agree with
everything presented at the workshop, but some of the information hit home in an
uncomfortable way. You realize that you have focused all of your attention on Leslie
and Susan with not much thought about Mr. Benson and the teenage daughter.
Thinldng back on that has called up some occasions when Susan Benson has talked
about her teenager in a worried sort of way. You are wondering if you should have



paid more attention to tlx broader family picture. You also realize that the Bensons
were given a *hard sell" %dm it came to recommemlations for home programming.
Because they seemed like the type of family who would have success with this
approach, you didn't speml much time on other alternatives for therapy. You're
wondering now if this was a mistake. The problem in some ways is that you were
trained to work with children and mothers. Some of these new ideas are
complicated and certainly require skills that can't be learned in a one day mrkshop.
Ow thing that you do feel able to do is listen to parents; in fact, you have always
prided yourself in your ability to establish rapport with the mothers in your
practice. Lately, you have been so busy you just haven't taken the time to do this.

The workshop and tlw thinking you did aftenvards has inspired you to try again
with the Bensons. You decided to implement the following plan:

1. Call Susan Benson and suggest a meting with the entire family, if
possthle, at a time convenient for the family.

2. The purpose of the meeting would be to get ideas from the family
about where they wanted to go with the home intervention.

3. You suggested that Susan call you back with suggestions for times.
You have actually heard back from Susan who suggested a time
hit also said her husband and teenager would not be able to come.
So much for that idea. You are now waiting to see if Susan is home
for this visit. You know she can sound cooperative on the phone.
Your plan is to use your listening skills to try and get to the
bottom of why intervention with the Bensons is not working well.
You also might try some of the other skills you heard about at the
workshop. At any rate, you hope Susan shows up because you
would like a second chance at establishing a working relationship
with this family.

*Interventionist" could be male or female
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The Parent's View (Susan Benson)
What tnese therapists don't realize is that there are lots of things going on in your
family now in addition to Leslie (aged 22 months), her cerebral palsy and her
physical therapy exercises. You know Leslie needs the PT and you have tried to
follow the regime recommnded, but it's just not possible with everything else that
is going on. In fact, at this point Leslie seems to be the healthiest member of the
family. Ben's blood pressure has gone sky high; he's on medication, and he's
supposed to be cm a salt-free, low-fat diet that ix hates. His cardiologist says with his
health history and current condition he is headed for trouble unless he makes some
drastic changes.

Amy Ls driving you crazy, and you are afraid that she is really going to do
something that will ruin her life. She's staying out past her curfew, running around
with the wrong crowd, disrespectful and rude to everyone but Leslie; she really
seems out of controL You have tried talking to her high school counselor; but with
2000 kids at the school, unless you are pregnant, dropping out, or a geniuzi they
hardly seem to know that you exist Tin counselor is no help. You are trying to
protect Ben from knowing how worried you are. You have managed to keep him
from knowing how late Amy is staying ou4 but he definitely notices her rudeness
and it seems Ilice they're always arguing, which is bad for his blood pressure. You
try to keep up a calm front for Ben. It is important for him to relax.

You know you haven't handled things well with Leslie's therapist, Laura Sellers.
You find yourself wanting to avoid her because you feel she won't understand why
you're not doing the home therapy with Leslie. And deep down you feel pretty
guilty about that. But there are only so many things that you can do at once, and
right now Leslie is doing a lot better than anyone else. You're really trying to
concentrate on Ben and Amy. You hope that once you can get those things under
control then you can get back on track with Leslie.

Laura Sellers called again this week, wanting to schedule another appointment
You really did not want to hear from her, especially after getting the call from the
pediahician's office about her calling in about Leslie. The nurse seemed to be
implying that something might be wrong with Leslie or with you. All you need is
one more person trying to create more problems. You felt like telling Laura that
you were going to have to stop even trying to work with her for awhile, but
something in her tone and what she said made you give in and agree to meet with
her. She said something about wanting to rethink Leslie's intervention plan and
wanting to meet with the entire family. The idea of getting Ben and Amy involved
seems impossible. Ben needs to be protected from stress, and Amy will hardly talk
to agiults. But the idea of rethinking the intervention plan sounds like what you have
already done on your own. You cannot believe someone as fixed on her ideas as this
therapist is willing to rethink anything, but you also realize this experience must be
frustrating for her. After all, she is probably used to success because she is clearly
competent and knows all there is to know about working with children like Leslie.

You hope you'll be able to make this appointment The last few times that a visit
has been planned, other things have come up and you haven't been able to be
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home. You feel badly about this, but you have got to stick to your priorities right
now and that is to deal with the immediate problems.
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OBSERVER

"A Success Story"
The Hatcher Family

TheSAMMIDAIX.ELCEbgiiiitigher Joan/John Smith

faxgati: Maryann Hatcher and Ken Hatcher (they are separated)

Child: Tommy Hatcher, age 4 years

The_ladtintsagatign_gdinsuliant: Mr. Wise. This person has asked the
preschool teacher to make a presentaiton to the school board about Tommy
Hatcher's successful integration into the preschool.

Tommy's doctor: Dr. Hayes. The preschool teacher has called her asking for
information about Tommy's allergies.

The role play vignette takes place between Joan/John Smith and Maryann
Hatcher.
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"A Success Story"

The Hatcher Family

The Community Preschool Teutner's View (kantiohn Smith*)
You were really surprised when the early intervention consultant called and wanted
you to make a presentation to the school board on your success with Tommy
Hatcher. You are not sure at all you want to talk about this family, at least not as a
"success". Tommy Hatcher is actually doing quite well. When the early intervention
consultant introduced the idea of Tommy attending the Community Preschool (a
preschool for typically-developing children) you weren't sure how well it would
work. Tommy had never been in a group child care situation because of his
mother's concerns about Tommy: his developmental delay due to his early
hospitalizations, his severe food allergies, and his asthma. His mother questioned
whether he could be accommodated at all in a regular preschool. She had always
engaged a babysitter in her home so that she could maintain her job as a computer
specialist

An evaluation condi zted at the time of Tommy's referral for placement at your
school had shown that although Tommy lagged in fine and gross motor
development, he had superior verbal skills and could benefit from the socialization
opportunities at the Community Preschool.

A lot has been worked out since Tommy's enrollment six months age. A rule
was made that the children could not trade food at snack time and ltinch time. Ms.
Hatcher, Tommy's mother, volunteered to come in every day to give Tommy his
medicine.

In your opinion the real problem is Ms. Hatcher. She is an over-involved,
paranoid mother of an only child. She had already caused you untold problems and
you do not trust her at all. Ms. Hatcher called five tints before the field trip to the
nearby bakery to check on the transportation, to see whether there would be any
food offered to the children, and to determine how Tommy would get his medicine
that day. Then when you called Tommy's doctor to get sow more first-hand
information about Tommy's medical problems, the mother accused you of going
over her head. You were furious. At this point you won't even let the public health
nurse do a hearing tat on Tommy without the mother's permission. You certainly
were not going to talk to the school board about Tommy without written
permission from both the mother and the father.

In fact, you don't really have the time to make a presentation to anyone. You
have eighteen children to deal with every day; three of them have ;_ehavioral
problems or developmental delays. Even though you have meetings to go to nearly
every afternoon after school, you still don't have enough time to discuss all these
children with the early intervention consultant who is supposed to assist you with
these children. You never get out of school before three, and you leave your house
at seven in the morning. You are allegedly working twenty hours a week, but with
"mainstreaming" your hours have gotten longer and longer. You are more than
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responsive to parents, and it's not unusual for you to get a call from the parents of
one of your students at home.

Another school field trip is coming up and you realize that the problems with
Tommy Hatcher's mother are going to resurface. You have recently attended a
workshop on "Collaborating with Parents' and feel that some of the ideas presented
there might help your relationship with Ms. Hatcher. One idea was to use a
proactive" approach. . . that is, to get together with parents as soon as commis

arise, rather than waiting until a crisis occum You feel as if the upcoming field trip
might be a chance for you to try this approach. You were surprised at how pleased
Ms. Hatcher seemed to be at your call. She said she really was anxious to talk about
the field hip and other things that were on her mind.

In some ways you are dreading this meeting. It is one more chore in a hectic
schedule, and you really are wondering what "the other things" on Ms. Hatcher's
mind are. But in other respects you are hopeful about the meting. You would like
to try some of the strategies you heard about at the workshop, and Ms. Hatcher's
response to your phone call makes you think that you might be on the right track
with hex.

1. One strategy that you are going to try is to make a general plan about the
meeting. You have already started that on the phone by reaching a mutual
agreement with Ms. Hatcher regarding TIME ALLOTTED for the meeting.
The last time you had a conference with her it lasted over an hour; this time
you both have agreed on 20-30 minutes with another meeting possible if
there are still things to discuss.

2. Another strategy is to LISTEN to Ms. Hatcher and to encourage her to
generate the solutions to the problems related to the field trip. To do this you
might also need to use certain questioning skills. You know from experience
that if you start making suggestions right away, none will be acceptable; the
workshop confirmed your experiences that your usual approach does not
always work. In addition, by listening you axe likely to find out what else is on
her mind more quickly.

3. A third strategy is summarizing. Ms. Hatcher tends to get lost in detail and
often repeats herself (Could this have anything to do with not feeling like she
was being heard?) Anyway, you feel you may have to do some summarizing
in order to focus the discussion and make sure there is time for all of Ms.
Hatcher's concerns to emerge.

*Preschool teacher could be male or female



The Mother's Wow (Mamas Hatcher)
What educators dolt understand is that what they see at school isn't exactly what's
been going on until then. For more than four years you have been struggling, first
to keep Tommy alive, and then to keep him from getting sick and being rushed to
the hospitaL Now la is in preschool, big for this age, and the picture of health. But
you know that looks can be deceiving.

Tommy was born two months prematurely. Because his lungs were too
undeveloped for him to breathe adequately on his own, he suffered from oxygen
deprivation (anoxia) at birth. He was placed on a respirator at th4 hospital for a
month. Now he has difficulties with balance, fim motor coordination, and visual
traddng, which may be the result of the complications of prematurity. In addition,
he has been plagued with all kinds of food allergies. You had to nurse him until he
was two; he had not been able to eat much of anything. And then, just before he was
two, Tommy developed asthma and has been on astIms medication ever since.

Tommy has never been in a preschool or intervention program. It always
seemed like too much of a risk given his health problems. When Tommy was
three, he had attenrkd &Imlay school classes for several months. Once he had to be
rushed to the hospital when another child dropped some pean It butter on the floor
and Tommy somehow ate some of it. After that experience, you withdrew him
from the class. Peanut butter, milk, chocolate, and tomatoes are some of the foods
that cause a severe allergic reaction in Tommy. He breaks out in hives and then
begins to have difficulty breathing.

These trips to the hospital were harrowing for you. And there were always the
veiled suggestions and implications by the doctors that you and your husband had
been negligent as parents; that you had not explained things carefully enough to
other people in Tommy's environment You knew that you could explain it all to a
teacher, but she could not be around all the dm You could only hope the teacher
would believe you and go along with the necessary precautions.

The stresses of caring for Tommy spilled over into your marriage. Your husband
found all the attention to Tommy's needs annoying. Arguments became more
frequent and intense, until finally you and your husband separated several months
ago. You communicate frequently about Tommy, and Tommy spends every
weekend with his father.

The decision was made to place Tommy in the Community Preschool with Joan
(Johns), a very good teacher who had had a lot of success with children with special
needs. Tommy would have to stay inside during hay fever season and the school
agreed to prohibit the trading of food at lunch and snack for all children to make
sure that Tommy did not get anything to eat that he shouldn't In addition, yov
volunteered to go to school every day at noon to give Tommy his asthma medication.
Because so many alterations in the school's regular routine had to be made for
Tommy, you feel grateful that at least they took him.

Now Tommy has been in school for six months, and although the early
intervention consultant calls this a success story, you are guarded. You feel that your
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credibility as a mother is being questioned all the time. For instance, the teacher
questioned whether Tommy had to be kept indoors this fall; she said she had never
even seen Tommy wheeze. But you know that there's a fine line between Tommy's
functioning in school and his being hospitalized for asthma.

Another time the teacher greeted you at school asking if you had noticed that
Tommy is a little jumpy after you give him his medicine. You know that she was
implying that you upset Tommy wiw.n you come to school.

You learned recently that Tommy's teacher had gone over your head and placed
a call to his allergist You don't really know what it was about, but the doctor felt it
was serious enough to set up a conference between his nurse practitioner and
Tommy's teacher. He also suggested that he needed to write a letter to the school
vindicating you. You feel put in the middle and there is not a darn thing you can do
about it Schools just don't realize what parents go through and perhaps they never
will.

[This case is adapted with permission from one written by Linda Braun and is published in
Braun, L., & Swap, S. (1987). Building home-school partnerships with America's changing
families. Boston, Mk Wheelock College. Available from Dr. Susan Swap, Office of Special
Education and Rehabilitative Services, Wheelock College, Boston, MA.]



Family Intervbriv Performance Rating Seale

Instructions: After watching a live or videotaped role play vignette, please rate the
inteiviewr co the 1-5 scale in each of the five (Imam

Conveying a Listening Attitude through Non-verlud Behaviors

1. Eye cmtact is inattentive; postures & gestures are tense, unnatural.

2. Eye contact is uncertain; too relaxed or tense.

3. Eye contact is somewhat attentive; generally comfortable although may
show lack of variation and fadlitation in gestures & posture.

4. Generally appropriate eye contact; comfortable, attentive & appropriate
gestures.

5. Eye contact is varied and attentive; natural, comfortable, attentive body
movements and gestures in synchrony with client

Elkiting Parental Concerns and Interests through Verbal Behaviors

.01=MMIPPIRIN

=1,ffll===1.

1. No active attempt made to elicit information about parents' concerns and
interests.

Minimal active attempt to adequately elicit from parents their concerns
and interests.

3. Some active attempts to adequately elicit parents' concerns and interests.

4. Consistent active attempts to adequately elicit parent concerns and
interests.

5. Fully, actively and effectvely elicits all parents' concerns and interests.
(There is a sense that the parent is able to express their major concerns
and this is what differentiates 4 from 5.)

[The criterion used to define 'adequate" is the use of open-ended vs. closed-ended
questions or verbal responses that encourage a parent to share additional
concerns]
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ThulerstandIng Parental Concerns and Interests

W.! .M.1.111110. 1. Ignores obvious concerns, feelings and interests expressed by the
parents.

2. Ffforts to explore one parental concern and/or inadequate attempts CD
reflect feelings and paraphrase.

3. Efforts to explore some concerns and interests and/or occasionally
reflects parental feelings and paraphrases content with accuracy and
sensitivity.

4. Consistent effort to explure a majority of concerns and interests and/or to
reflect feelings and content with accuracy and sensitivity.

5. Fully explores, understands and genuinely respects all parental concerns,
perceptions and interests and/or establishes parent priority.

[Reflections include an invitation to further explore concerns and interests, even
when reflections are inaccurate. There must be an opportunity for the
parent to respond or reacti

Solution Development

1. Ignores parent's suggestions or makes no attempt to elicit parent's ideas
or information about solutions (i.e., times when events went well,
existing resources, etc.)

2. Minimal attempt to elicit ideas and information about solutions and
strategies from parent. (This rating would include situations where
professionals make recommendations and provide choice to parent
without first trying to elicit ideas from parent.)

3. Some attempt to elicit solutions and strategies from parent

4. Consistent efforts at eliciting solutions and strategies from parent

5. Fully explores parent's ideas about solutions and strategies and
summarizes a plan of &Son bdsed on this information.
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Provkling Information (Content)
[This cakgoty inchtdes intraluctory content.]

1. Information provided and/or language used is almost always either
judgnumtal, advice, unclear, incomplete, or reassuranus.

2. Information provided and/or language used is, more often than not,
judgmental, advice, unclear, incomplete, or reauunnas.

3 Information provided and/or language used is sometimes advice, unclear,
incomplete, or reaswrances.

4. For the most part, information and/or language provided is
nonjudgmental, clear, complete, and understandable.

5. Only provides information am' uses language that is nonjudgmental, clear,
complete and understandable to parent

Providing Information (Timing)

1. Information provided is almost always irrelevant and/or
recommendations made without invitation from parent

Information provided is, more often than not, irrelevant and/or without
invitation from parent

3. Information provided is sometimes irrelevant and/or given without
invitation from parent

Information provided is, for the most part, relevant and well-timed in
terms of parents' requests and interest in the information.

5. Information provided is always relevant and well-timed in terms of
parents' request and interest in the information.

Winton, P. J., & Blow, C. (1991). Chapel Hill, NC: Carolina Institute for Research in Infant
Personnel Preparation, Frank Porter Graham Child Development Center, University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill.



Appendix I

Miler Family Story*

L Rdeml and Planning to Meet
William Tilly* Miller, a 20 month-old white male, was referred to the special early
intervention program by this day-care center. He had been placed in day-care two
months ago after a woman from a local church had called protective services about
possO3le neglect in the home. This woman had delivered a Thanksgiving basket of
food to the family and had been concerned because no toys were in evidence for

.Billy and his 6 year-old sister, June. The house was also somewhat unkempt and the
parents had appeared (to her) retarded. A protective service worker had investigated
and fotmd no concerns related to children's safety or basic care, but did find the level
of stimulation in the home impoverished and, with tin parents' consent, had placed
Billy in day-care. Parents were supportive of the day-care placement, saying they
wanted "anything that would help* their son. June, Billy's sister, did not need special
services.

At the day-care, Billy appeared passive and fearfuL He did not play with toys or
other children. Often he stood alone in one corner of the room and cried. He never
spoke or used gesture& He did not feed himself and did not consistently eat from a
spoon when a teacher attempted to feed him. He appeared frightened and visibly
shrank from any contact with staff or other children. He was not a behavior
problem, but appeared so inhibited that he could not enjoy or enter into activities.
Based on these behaviors, the day-care director referred the Miller family to your
agency.

A. Discussion Questions
1. What information would you want to gather in order to proceed with this

referral?

2. How would you get that information?

3. What issues are likely to be of concern to this family when the first contact
is made?

B. Role Pien
The day-care director has told Louise Miller that you will be calling her wout

Billy. Conduct a role play of the first contact with this family by telephone.
During this telephone conversation you would like to set up a family
meeting.

Assign roles for telephone role play (family member, professional,
observers)
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Conduct role play
Family-lAtise Miller you answer the phone when the professional calls.
You act hesitant and uncertain but basically agree with whatever is
suggested saying you want to do "whatever will help Billy."

C. Fatback
Consider the telephone conversation from the professionals' and parent's

perspectives. What was accomplished by the telephone contact? Were
parental concerns aldressed?

How do you think Lousie is feeling about the intervention program?
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Miller Family Stoty

IL Identifying Family Resources, Primities and Concerns and Generating Outcomes
The Miller House was a small *shot-gun" house located on an alleyway behind a
garage and sitting between two small warehouses. The narrow front porch of the
house sat only a few feet back km the alley and little space was available between
the house and warehouse. A few broken toys were in evidence under the porch.
Jonas Miller, Billy's father, greeted you at the door.

The Miller front room contained two twin beds, each shoved against adjoining
walls and two chairs. A closed fireplace with an electric heater in front of it occupied
one wall and a large color television turned to the cable community bulletin board
channel sat in a corner. Several battered suitcases were stacked on one bed and in
another corner was a pile of dirty laundry. However, the beds were made and the
room ameared generally neat. No toys were in evidence.

In the room were Jonas and Louise and Louise's father, Hoyt Jordan. Louise's
sister, Edna, peered cautiously from the next room. Jonas and Louise sat on a bed at
one aid of the room; Hoyt occupied a chair against the opposite walL You took a seat
on the other bed near the parents.

When Jonas introduced his father-in-law, he mentioned that Hoyt had just
gotten out of the hospital the previous day. In response, the elderly man began a
long description of his medical problems. He was 81, "not bad shape for 81, am I?"
and had "high blood pressure, kidney trouble, and sugar." His most recent
hospitalization was for a bout of pneumonia, but he said he was now "feeling fine,
though I can't get around like I used to." After about 10 minutes of description of
various illnesses and treatments, Jonas broke in to say "She's here about Billy,
Daddy," and Hoyt quieted down.

In the meantime you counted at least four mice running in and out of a hole
beside the fireplace. Although distracted by the mice and the TV, you proceeded
with the family interview.

A. Discussion Questions
1. What are your major tasks during this meeting?

2. Do you have strategies for accomplishing these tasks?



B. Role Pk,:
Conduct a role play of this meeting

Assip the following roles:
a. Jonas Miller
b. Louise Miller
c. Hoyt Jordan
d. Interventionist
e. Observer

Each person playing the role of a family member should read the
description of the family members (this information should not be read
by others)

Role play volunteers sit casually; the observer and others should be in
positions to see family members and interventionist clearly

In role play, emphasis is on practicing communication skills

C. Feedback
Participants will consider the questions on the Self-Analysis and Feedback

Form
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[This information Ls to be read by participants who play the roles of family
members!

The Miller Family

Jonas
Since the protective service worker came to youl house, you have been fearful of
having your children renxlved. You have heard stories of social workers who take
children away from their parents and you are not sure that the interventionist isn't
trying to do that. You feel vulnerable because you do not have a job. You have never
worked outside of doing small odd jobs for your landlord and are not sure you could.
You are also very worried about your father-in-law's health. With repeated
hospitalizatims and the many medical problems, it seems unlikely he will live much
longer. Since his social security check is the major income for the family, you
wonder how you'll survive after he is gone. Billy's problems appear minor to you,
although you know that he is shy. He is also not much trouble, the way other
children you've seen seem to be and you him him that way.
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The Miner Family

Louise
You have always been very shy around people, but you actually kind of enjoy social
opportunities if you don't have to talk much. Since last December when a local
church brought some food and toys by for the kids, you have been riding the
church bus to Sunday School with the children. The people at ti.° church seem nice
and although you don't know her name, one woman always -.peaks to you and
you've begun to think of her as a friend. You were the next to youngest daughter
and always felt responsthle for taking care of your father and your sister, Edna, who
is not quite right in the head. You know that your fither can't live much longer and
you have wondered about the possibility of getting a job, but think you probably
would not be able to work. You know Billy can do more than he shows at the day-
care, but you sympathize with his painful shyness. You never felt comfortable
around people either. On the other hand, you would really like for him to have the
opportunity to get a good education and a job.



The Miller Family

11034
Until 25 years ago, you worked as a farm laborer, but increasing health problems
and a fall from a hay loft which left you crippled put an end to your work history.
Your social security ctmck enables you to =limn to take care of your family along
with food stamp and governnunt subsidized housing. You are ill much of the time,
although you try to keep a bright outlook, you know that you are frequently
irritable. You expert Edna, Louise, arml Jonas to stay arourui the house to take care
of you. You have taken care of them and you feel i. is only what you deserve. You
are worried about your impending death which you believe to be very near and
can't understand why all the fuss if being made about Billy.
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Self-Analysis and Feedback on Miller Family Interview

1. Did interviewer ask for clarification of purpose, format and confidentiality?

2. Was the opening question related to purpose, but broad and open-ended?

3. Were all family members invited to speak?

4. Did the interviewer develop an understanding of the following:
a. fanily's perception of child?
b. family's &finition and untkrstanding of disability?
c. family's informal and formal support systems?
d. family ecology surrounding events that are the focus of intervention?
e. other events that are of interest or importance to family members?

5. What communication strategies were particularly helpful in eliciting this
information?

6. Was the interviewer able to effectively identify the following:
a. priorities for outcomes?
b. specific outcomes?
c. family-generated solutions or strategies for achieving outcomes?
d. criteria for success?
e. timelines?

7. What communication strategies were particularly helpful in generating this
information?

8. As the interviewer in this role play, what would you like to do the same and
what would you like to do differently, if given another chance at the role
play?

9. As family members, how did you feel about the interview? What part went
well? What would you have liked to have been different?

f*This case study first appeared in the following docunmt M.;. Brotherson, I. Summers,
P. Winton, D. Hanna, S. Brady, P. Berdine, C. Rydall & K. Kevi (1989). The IFSP
Training Manual. 1HDI, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY. Contact person:
Dr. Mary Jane Brotherson, 114 Parter Bldg., U. of Kentucky, Lexington, KY.)
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Appendix .1

Visual Aids

The following materials can be used to make overhead transparencies or
slides to accompany the modules in Section IL
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PHASES OF INTERVIEW:

1. Preliminary Phase
Planning to Meet

2. Introductory Phase
Joining the Family

3. Inventory Phase
Understanding the Family

4. Goal Setting Phase
Helping the Family Make
Choices

PURPOSE:

Prepare for family interview by identifying topics
that could be covered

Arrange family interview

Create an environment where family feels
supported
Build rapport with family

Identify each family member's definition of family
needs, family strengths, and family resources

Establish family goals & child goals
Prioritize goals
Establish a plan of action for reaching goals

5. Closure Phase Recognize family's effort
Saying "Good-bye for Now" Provide opportunity for family to discuss concerns

(about the interview process, confidentiality, etc.)
5
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Service Coordination is an active, ongoing process that involves--
(1) Assisting parent of eligible children in goining access to the early

intervention services and other services identified in the indi-
vidualized family service plan;

(ii) Coordinating the provision of early intervention services and other
services (such as medical services for other than diagnostic and
evaluation purposes) that the child needs or is being provided;

(iii) Facilitating the timely delivery of available services; and
(iv) Continuously seeking the appropriate services and situations

necessary to benefit the development of each child being served for
the duration of the child's eligibility.

(Federal Register, 54, p. 26311, Sec. 303.6 [a] [3]).
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Family-Centered Practice of
Service Coordination
in Early Intervention

Part H recognizes the unique and critical role that families play
in the development of infants and toddlers who are eligible under
this Part. It is clear, both from the statute and the legislative
history of the Act, that the Congress intended for families to play
an active, collaborative role in the planning and provision of early
intervention services.

Thus, these regulations . . . should have a positive impact on the
family, because they strengthen the authority and encourage the
increased participation of parents in meeting the early interven-
tion needs of their children.

1_63
(Federal Register, 54,1989)

184N
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Service Coordination Activities
in Early Intervention

Service Coordination activities include
(1) Coordinating the performance of evaluations and assessments;
(2) Facilitating and participating in the development, review, and evaluation of

individualized family service plans;
(3) Assisting families in identifying available service providers;
(4) coordinating and monitoring the delivery of available services;
(5) Informing families of the availability of advocacy services;
(6) Coordinating with medical and health oviders; and
(7) Facilitating the development of a transition plan to preschool services, if
appropriate (Federal Register, 54, 26311).

Service coordination is not a static function, nor is it expected to be the same at every

stage of a child's development or for every family. The assistance that a family
needs during the neonatal stage of a child's development may be different than
their needs later in the child's life... Effective service coordination must be
responsive to individual differences and family needs.

65 1 6 6 w
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Appendix K

WORKSHEET: Desired Outcomes of Providing Service Coordination

For Children and Funnies.,
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Awendix L

The Great Debate:
Directions for a
Group Exercise

Participants will divide into 3 groups and be assigned one of the following posidons
supporting a particular model or approach to setvice coordination:

I. RESOLVEll The service coordinator should be emigoyed by the early intervention
program and selected from the discipline most related to the rureds of the child and

IL RESOLVED: The service coordinator should be independent of the early intavention
program. He or she should be a Ncledkated" service coordinator (the role is his/her
occupation), and employed by a separate agency or private provider.

11I. RESOLVED: The service coordinator should be a parent with experience raising a
child with spedal needs. WIVittner or not the savice coordinator is employed by, or
independat of the early intavention system, he or she should be a parent, with
special training to assume this role.

The Group Task
1. Prepare a position asserting tlw advantages of your model and the comparatime

disadvantages of your opponents' models. Remember this Is a debate (probably the
cagy time you do not need to see all sides of an issue)il Regardless of personal
opinions, you must develop a clear argument to support you grotm's assigned
position.

2. Prepare for the rebuttal round by anticipating the short-comings your opponents
may raise against your model (however wrong-headed they may be) arid think
through a good argument

3. Select a spokesperson to represent your group's position in the debate. OK, OK, if
evernine is reluctant to do it alone, 2 people could be chosen. Please divide
responsibilities. For example, one could present the position and the other could do
the rebuttal.

The Great Debate:
Round 1: Positions ars presented.
Each speaker (or team) will have 5 minutes to assert the advantages their model has
over all others.

Round 2: Regatta.
Each speaker (or team) will have 5 minutes to challenge the obviousty mistaken ideas
presentai by their opponents.

Round 3: Large group discussion. (We get to add our "2$ worth.")
The purpose of the discussion is to add other perspectives, synthesize, and discuss
implications for planning and providing service coordination.

153



Curriculum Materials Evaluation Form

Name:

Title:

University/Training Setting:

Dide of field-testing:

Within which comets:

Level of course: grackiate underwaluate

1. What was your overall reaction to the materials? (Circle one)
1 2 3 4 5

very positive positive neutral negative very negative

2. Please place a check next to the modules listed below if you used any part of
them:

#1 #4 #7 #10
#2 #5 #8 #11
#3 tie se

3. Please rank the extent to which the following components were useful:

not at all somewhat very
Components useful useful useful
student objectives 1 2 3 4 5
stiaent w:tivitles 1 2 3 4 5
readngslreferences 1 2 3 4 5
overheads 1 2 3 4 5
evaluatkm measures 1 2 7 4 5
other curriculum info

(background, etc.) 1 2 3 4 5

4. Do you plan to use the materials (in any form) again?
yes
only small portkms of materials (please 1st)

no plans to use riuderials again

5. Would you recommend their use for anyone else?
yes (Please sPecify):
maybe (please specify):

6. Please use the back of this sheet for any comments you have related to this
curriculum or this topic. Thank youl

Please return to: Pam Winton, Ph.D., Carolina Institute for Research on Infant Personnel
Preparation, Frank Porter Graham Child Development Center, CS #8180, UNC-CH, Chapel Hill,
NC 27599-8180.
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